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Monster Difficulty
Monsters are a lot like characters. But much as a ragged
level 5 warrior with a rusty knife is less dangerous than
the same warrior with the Legendary Narpas Sword and
mithril armour, not all monsters of a certain level are
equally difficult to defeat.
A monster’s level represents its accumulated skills and
experience, much like any character’s, but its actual
threat level will vary based on whatever equipment,
special powers, and serrated razor-sharp teeth it might
have at its disposal. Broadly speaking, monsters can be
categorized as Easy, Medium, Hard, and Overwhelming
in addition to their level.
In the previous example, the rusty-knife equipped
warrior would be an “Easy level 5 warrior”, and the
other one might be an “Overwhelming level 5 warrior”.
Of course, defeating an Overwhelming opponent will
reward more experience points than defeating an Easy
one.
Monster’s difficulties are determined by adding up their
abilities, drawbacks, and equipment. When creating a
new monster or modifying an existing one, add up the
special abilities as listed below and compare to this
chart to determine its difficulty:
Difficulty
Easy
Medium
Hard
Overwhelming

0 or less
0 to 15
15 to 30
30 or greater

XP
-50%
Normal
+50%
+100%

For example, a party of level 1 characters fight and
defeat an Imp (Hard Lv. 1) and gain 150 XP (100 base XP
+50% (50) from difficulty) as a result.

MONSTER ABILITIES, DRAWBACKS, AND MODIFICATIONS
If you want to create your own monster, or modify an
existing one (for example, you might, for some ungodly
reason, decide to add Hazardous Blood to Dragons)
simply add up all the Difficulty modifiers (Hazardous
Blood adds +5 difficulty)
While creating your own monsters, use these abilities as
a loose guide.
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Invulnerable: The monster is only vulnerable to specific
forms of attack. Any attack that is not of that type is
vastly reduced in effectiveness: a Kill is reduced to a
Wound, and a Wound is completely ignored. Here are
some examples of weaknesses:
 Damage Type: Only vulnerable to damage of a
certain sort, such as: Bludgeoning, Slashing,
Piercing, Heat, Cold, Electric, etc.
 Material: Only vulnerable to a certain material.
Ex: Iron, Silver, Wood, Bronze
 Location: A literal Achilles' Heel. For example,
only a blow to the head has any chance of killing
this creature. Only called shots to that location
hurt the creature.
 Specific: The attack has a requirement that is
incredibly rare. For example, the weapon has to
be legitimately inherited from a deceased
relative or wielded by nobility for the monster
to be affected.
 Magic: the creature is only vulnerable to
magical attacks (such as spells) and magic
weapons
 Unique: The requirement is so rare that there
may be only one or two in the world. For
example, only the weapon that killed a
legendary knight may be used to kill his ghost. A
Unique invulnerability costs as much as two
invulnerabilities.
 Artifact: The creature is only vulnerable to
Artifact weapons.
Difficulty: +20 for the first invulnerability, +10 per
additional one.
Restrictions: multiple invulnerabilities may not be
contradictory.
Examples:
 Zombies: Invulnerable/Headshot: +20
 Vampires: Invulnerable/Piercing, Wood, and
to the Heart (i.e., wooden stakes to the
heart) : +40
 Demons: Invulnerable/Silver : +20
 Fae: Invulnerable/Cold Iron : +20
Immunity: A creature with immunity is completely
immune to damage from one type of attack. For
example, a fire elemental has Immunity (Heat), and as
such, cannot be harmed in any way by any amount of
fire damage.
Difficulty: +10
Variants: For an additional +5 difficulty, the
monster is healed by one Wound when it would

otherwise have suffered a wound from an attack
that it is immune to.
Vulnerability: The monster has a specific weakness.
Here are some examples, but the GM is encouraged to
come up with his or her own:
 Holy: The creature is negatively affected
whenever it is within one meter of a
prominently presented holy symbol, or while
on holy ground. What qualifies as "holy" is up
to the GM, but anything that conveys the
beliefs of an individual always counts, even if it
is not part of a major religion.
 Sunlight: when exposed to natural sunlight, the
creature is negatively affected. Depending on
the setting, this might include artificial UV
lamps as well.
 Noise: The creature is negatively affected by
loud noises, or a specific tune, or frequency, or
kind of music.
 Material: The creature is negatively affected in
the presence of a substantial amount of a
certain material. (The GM can decide whether it
must be physically touching, or in line of sight,
etc).
 Extremely Common: literally everywhere. Like
oxygen, or simply being on a particular plane of
existence. This vulnerability subtracts an
additional -10 from the difficulty.
Effect: Choose one or more effects for each
vulnerability. The vulnerable creature is affected by
them when it comes into contact with the source of
its vulnerability
 Radioactive: The monster reacts as if
exposed to moderate radiation. For
particularly extreme examples, the GM may
rule the object as counting as heavy
radiation (for example, a creature
vulnerable to holy objects being completely
submersed in holy water).
 Diseased: The creature becomes exposed
to a specific disease (for example, the Flu).
Even if the creature is normally immune to
diseases, it is not immune to this.
Depending on the disease, this might only
subtract -5 from the difficulty. See the rules
on Disease (in Core Rulebook Chapter 3:
Combat) for more information.
 Poisoned: The creature becomes exposed
to a specific poison (for example, Snake
Venom). Even if the creature is normally




















immune to poisons, it is not immune to
this. Depending on the poison, this might
only subtract -5 from the difficulty. See the
rules on Poison (in Core Rulebook Chapter
3: Combat) for more information.
Death: The creature dies. Subtracts -30
from the difficulty instead of the normal 10.
Slow Ability Drain: The creature suffers one
point of ability damage for every day of
exposure. This ability damage can't be
healed while exposed. Subtracts -5 from
the difficulty instead of the normal -10.
Ability Drain: The creature suffers one
point of ability damage for every round (6
seconds) of exposure. This ability damage
can't be healed while exposed.
Can't Heal: The creature can't heal any
wounds while exposed. Subtracts -5 from
the difficulty instead of the normal -10.
Blinded/Deafened: The creature is
immediately struck blind or deaf (choose
one). When no longer exposed, the
creature regains its senses in 1d4 rounds.
Ability Countered: One of the creature's
beneficial Monster Abilities does not
function when exposed. Subtracts -5 from
the difficulty instead of the normal -10.
Pain: The creature is in uncontrollable pain,
and is treated as Stunned for as long as it is
exposed, and Staggered for one round
afterwards. If the exposure is only brief
(such as a fairy being scratched by an iron
dagger), it is simply Staggered for 1 round.
Extra Damage: Attacks made by an object
the creature is vulnerable to deal +3
damage.
Fear: Exposure deals 1d6 + 3 Fear Morale
damage to the creature. Creatures normally
immune to Fear are not immune to this.
Rage: Exposure deals 1d6 + 3 Rage Morale
damage to the creature. Creatures normally
immune to Rage are not immune to this.
Confusion: Exposure deals 1d6 + 3
Confusion Morale damage to the creature.
Creatures normally immune to Confusion
are not immune to this.
Despair: Exposure deals 1d6 + 3 Untyped
Morale damage to the creature. Creatures
normally immune to Morale damage are
not immune to this.
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Decay: Creatures exposed have a 20%
chance (1 or 2 on a d10) to take one wound
every round (6 seconds). Creatures with
Regeneration or Limited Regeneration (see
below) do not heal while being exposed.
Difficulty: -10
Examples:
 Vampires: some vampires are vulnerable to
Holy/Ability countered (-5), Garlic/Diseased
(-5), and Sunlight/Pain (-10)
 Demons: Vulnerable to the material plane/
Slow Ability Drain (Spirit) (-15)
 Fae: Vulnerable to Iron/ Pain (-10)
Multiple Heads: This monster has an extra head. Called
shots to the heads are less effective: they only kill the
creature if the last head is destroyed. Each head grants
a +1 bonus to perception, as the creature has twice as
many eyes. Further, if the creature has a bite attack, it
gains an additional identical bite attack per head.
Difficulty: +5 per head
Possession: This monster may possess other creatures
or objects. If the target is a creature, the monster uses
the target creature's physical stats, size, and speed or
the monster's, whichever is higher. If the target is an
object, the monster uses its own stats. In either case,
the monster uses the target's Toughness. A monster
possessing a creature or object may be exorcised. If the
possessed creature or object is destroyed or killed, the
possessing creature survives but is
Name
Type
Stunned for one round. Possessing
a creature is a 4SA. You must
Claw
Slashing
succeed in a Possess check
Bite
Piercing
(1d6+Possess bonus vs Will) in
Tail
Bludgeoning
order to succeed.
Horns
Piercing
Difficulty: +5, with an
Hoof
Bludgeoning
additional +5 per bonus.
Stinger
Piercing
Restrictions: Maximum
Possess bonus of +1/Monster
level
Regeneration: The creature heals one wound per
round.
Difficulty: +20
Regeneration, Limited: The creature gains Regeneration
(see above), which heals them one wound per round,
but only under certain circumstances. See the
Vulnerability description (above) for suggestions on the
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circumstances available, such as while touching a type
of material, or around Holy objects.
Difficulty: +10
Tough: The creature's hide is particularly tough. The
creature always gets a +1 natural armour bonus that
does not stack with worn armour.
Difficulty: +2
Damage Increase: The creature's natural attack deals
damage at one die higher than is normal. Natural
weapons deal 1d4 damage by default. If it already does
d12 damage, this instead adds +1 damage. This may be
taken multiple times (use discretion).
Difficulty: +3
Reach Increase: Increase the reach of one of the
creature's natural attacks by one step (close » standard
»long). You can add this multiple times, either to
different natural weapons or to the same one.
Difficulty: +1
Natural Weapon: The creature gets a natural weapon.
The weapon defaults to 1d6 damage with close reach.
Alternatively, use one of the base natural weapons from
the chart below, and use the listed difficulty.
Difficulty: +3
Large: The creature is in the upper limits of its scale
category. When determining the creature's carrying
Damage
Die
1d6
1d4
1d4
1d6
1d6
1d4

Reach
Standard
Close
Standard
Close
Close
Standard

Special

Charge
Poison

Difficulty
+4
+2
+3
+4
+3
+8

capacity, weapon and armour effort limits, multiply the
increments by 1.25. The creature's Size bonus to
Toughness (and minimum toughness) increases by +1.
The creature takes a penalty of -1 to Stealth.
Example: Orc
Difficulty: +5
Small: The creature is in the lower limits of its scale
category. When determining the creature's carrying
capacity, weapon and armour effort limits, multiply the
increments by 0.75. Armour for small characters weighs

.75x as much however. The creature's Size bonus to
Toughness (and minimum toughness) decreases by 1.
The creature gains a bonus of +1 to Stealth.
Difficulty: -5
Slow: The creature's base speed decreases by 0.5
squares. If the creature has multiple movement types
(example, flying or walking), this may be taken multiple
times, each for a different movement type. You can also
apply multiple Slow drawbacks to the same movement,
each time decreasing it further.
Difficulty: -5
Fast: The creature's base speed increases by 0.5
squares. If the creature has multiple movement types
(example, flying or walking), this may be taken multiple
times, each for a different movement type.
Alternatively, you can add it multiple times to the same
movement, each time increasing it by a further 0.5
squares.
Difficulty: +5
Poison: The creature is poisonous. Choose one natural
weapon to be used to inject the poison. If a creature is
wounded by this attack, it gets affected by the poison.
Difficulty: +5
Hazardous Blood: The creature’s blood is dangerous in
some way, generally either acidic or poisonous. If it is
acidic (or otherwise deals contact damage), any
character who contacts the blood takes 1d6 damage
plus the endurance of the creature. If the blood is
poisonous, any character contacting the blood is
exposed to the poison. In combat, an adjacent character
has a 50% chance to be exposed to the blood of a
creature if it is wounded by a slashing or piercing attack,
or a 100% chance of the wounded creature is currently
wrestling or being wrestled by the character.
Regardless, the creature is obviously automatically
immune to its own blood.
Difficulty: +5
Ability Boost: The creature gets a +1 Innate boost to
one ability score. Use discretion.
Difficulty: +5
Ability Drain: The creature gets a -1 Innate penalty to
one ability score.
Difficulty: -5

Dominate: A creature with the Dominate ability can try
to mentally control another creature. The creature
makes a Charisma check against the target creature's
Will. Beating the creature's minimum Will deals one
untyped morale penalty, but beating the target's Will
allows the creature to mentally control the target. The
dominated creature must obey any commands given by
the creature with this ability. If the dominating creature
has telepathy or something similar, the commands can
be given mentally. Dominated creatures have a stiff,
wooden appearance that can be noticed with a DC 6
perception check. The creature remains dominated until
sunrise, unless otherwise noted in the creature's entry.
Dominate is usually triggered by a Gaze attack, but
might be something else. Using Dominate is a 2SA.
Difficulty: +3, with an additional +3 per bonus (a +1
bonus to Dominate would add +6 difficulty).
Restrictions: Maximum Dominate bonus of
+1/Monster level
No Free Will: Creatures with no free will never get
character backgrounds, and never gain a focus skill. A
creature with this drawback cannot take ranks in the
Faith skill, and cannot muster enough belief in
something to make it count as Holy.
Difficulty: -3
Example: Demons, Fae, Elementals
Skill Bonus: The creature gets a +1 bonus to a specific
skill, which can be taken multiple times. It is not
recommended that monsters designed to be fought get
a bonus to combat skills, such as Weapon Skill, Ranged
Skill, Wrestle, Shield Use, Reflex, Magic Skill, and Magic
Power without careful thought to game balance.
Difficulty: +5 if the skill is Staggered, +2 if the skill is
Fast
Free Technique: The creature gets a free technique
Difficulty: +5 if the skill is Staggered, +2 if the skill is
Fast
Long-Lived: long-lived creatures get a +1 bonus to
Humanities checks just from being around a long time,
and History is one of their areas of study for free
(they're good at it because they lived to see it).
Difficulty: +1
Immortal: Immortal creatures never die of old age. As
such, they have accumulated a great deal of knowledge;
granting them a +4 bonus to Humanities checks, and
History is one of their areas of study for free. Immortal
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creatures can still be killed by means than age, such as
by disease or violence.
Difficulty: +3
Tongues: Creatures with the Tongues ability can
understand any language (including codes and ciphers)
that at least thirteen sentient mortals know, or have
ever known. If the base creature can speak, it can speak
any of these languages.
Difficulty: +1
Magical: Magical creatures are physically unable to
cross a magic circle (see the Arcana skill for
information), enter a mortal’s home uninvited, or
willingly break an agreement. They are free to attempt
to weasel their way out of the intent of an agreement,
however, as long as they follow it to the letter.
Difficulty: -5
Nonsentient: Nonsentient creatures have an
intelligence of 1, which cannot be increased or
decreased unless otherwise specified. They still start
with base Intelligence of 2-4 (as normal) for the
purposes of skills learned, but for every other purpose
they are treated as having a penalty equal to any
amount that would bring them down to 1. Nonsentient
creatures also get the Limited Understanding drawback
(below) without an additional penalty to difficulty.
Difficulty: -5
Example: Animals
Nonintelligent: Nonintelligent creatures have the
following traits:
 Intelligence of *
 Most nonintelligent creatures also have
Emotionless (see below)
 Immune to Fear (they aren’t smart enough to
understand when to fold ‘em)
 Do not gain XP or levels. The skills they start
with are the only ones they will ever have.
 Always have the Limited Understanding
drawback (see below)
 Only use the most basic tactics in combat unless
directed by a superior mind
Difficulty: -5
Example: Zombies
Limited Understanding: Creatures with limited
understanding, unless specified otherwise, cannot take
ranks in the following skills:
 Engineering
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 Science
 Magic Power
 Arcana
 Magic Complexity
 Spell Repertoire
 Faith
 Ingenuity
 Possession
 Shapeshift
 Handle Animal
Difficulty: -2
Example: Animals, elementals, zombies
Note: all creatures with either Nonsentient or
Nonintelligent also have Limited Understanding,
although this does not further decrease their
difficulty.
Emotionless: These creatures have no capacity for
feeling, and are immune to all Morale effects (such as
inspiration effects from Charisma, and morale damage
of any kind). They cannot take ranks in Berserk or Faith.
Difficulty: +10
Nonliving: Nonliving creatures, such as undead and
robots, are not vulnerable to many of the same things
that living creatures are. They are immune to nonlethal
damage, exhaustion, poison, disease, hunger, thirst,
suffocation, and radiation. Nonliving creatures have an
Endurance of *. They gains a flat +3 to Toughness
instead of adding their Endurance (like an object), but
use their Strength score for all other Endurance-related
purposes.
Difficulty: +5
Soulless: A soulless creature is devoid of a soul. They
are immune to Soul Comas and any morale effect that
eventually causes one (such as a soul vampire’s or a
ghost’s Drain ability). Soulless creatures have a Spirit
score of * (see the Nonabilities section in Chapter 1: The
Heroes of the Core Rulebook) and cannot take ranks in
Magic Power or Faith.
Difficulty: +0
Natural Spell: The creature has the inborn ability to cast
a specific type of spell as if it had the required skills to
do so. The creature’s Magic Skill and Magic Power
bonuses for the purposes of the natural spell are
treated as being equal to the creature’s level, divided by
two (round down) or the creature’s actual skill bonuses,
whichever is better.

Difficulty: +1 per point of Magic Power and +1 per
point of Magic Skill involved in the spell.
Equipment: The creature has combat equipment (such
as weapons, armour, etc.) roughly parallel to a
character of the same level.
Difficulty: +10
Scale: fighting large, monstrous creatures are a staple of
the fantasy setting, and these monstrosities are fittingly
powerful as a result.
Difficulty: +15 x scale.
Burrow: Burrowing creatures can move underground at
half their speed through soil, sand, clay, or mud. They
can choose whether or not to create an open tunnel
behind them.
Difficulty: +5
Blind: Blind creatures cannot see.
Difficulty: -4
Deaf: Deaf creatures cannot hear.
Difficulty: -2

long, 1 square wide and tall at the end), but can only be
used every few rounds (usually every 5 rounds).
Techniques:
 Line/Cone Swap: If your original breathe weapon
was a cone shaped, you can instead breathe a line
of the same scale. Likewise, if it was a line shape,
you can breathe a cone of that scale.
 Increase Scale: Increase the scale of your breath
weapon by +1.
 Increase Intensity: You can increase the damage of
your breath weapon by one die, but it takes twice
as long to recharge.
 Extreme Intensity: [Requires Increase Intensity, 5
ranks in Breath Weapon] Your breath weapon
always deals one die larger damage. This stacks with
Increase Intensity, if you use it.
 Quick Recharge: You can recharge your breath
weapon in half the time (round up to the nearest
full round).
 Whirl: Your breath weapon (whether line or cone)
can become a sphere centred on you of the same
scale as the original breath weapon.

Tremorsense: The creature gains tremorsense.
Difficulty: +5

Types of Creatures:

Monster Skills

Creatures may have one or more types. Types are
shown directly under the creature's name and level in
square brackets and italics. Most types have no effect
by themselves, but many abilities can only effect certain
types of creatures – that is, creatures with those types.
For example, the Animal Backup skill only allows you to
have creatures with the [Animal] type. A creature can
have several different types.

These are an extension of the skills available to ordinary
characters, but which only a monster is likely to have
use for. At the GM’s discretion, player characters may
also invest ranks in these skills.

Breath Weapon (END)
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Using and improving a creature’s natural breath
weapon. Attack rolls with breath weapons are made
using the Breath Weapon Skill. A character can only take
ranks in this skill if he has a natural breathe weapon (or
can shapeshift into a creature who has a breathe
weapon, or similar). Creatures generally add their
endurance score to breath weapon damage. In all other
ways, breath weapons are treated as normal weapons.
You obviously cannot parry with a breath weapon.
Breath weapons generally come either in Line (0.5
square wide, 2 squares long) or Cone shapes (1 square

Sample Types:
 Æther: Æther creatures are native to Æther. They
are immune to the antimatter on the plane, which
they can breathe as a normal human breathes air.
Æther creatures can use the antimatter to become
extremely powerful, and don't normally need to eat,
drink, or sleep. They can still eat when they want to,
though – which is whenever they see an intelligent,
usually.
 Dragon: See the Dragon entry.
 Animal
 Aquatic
 Cold: the creature is, naturally or unnaturally,
affiliated with cold and ice.
o Immunity (Cold)
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Vulnerability/Heat (+2 Extra Damage)
Cannot cast any spell that deals Heat
damage
Demon: See the Demon entry.
Electric:
o Immunity (Cold)
Fae: See the Fae entry.
Fire: the creature is, naturally or unnaturally,
affiliated with heat and fire.
o Immunity (Heat)
o Vulnerability/Cold (+2 Extra Damage)
o Cannot cast any spell that deals Cold
damage
Rideable
Summonable
Undead
Ghost
Spirit: An insubstantial ghostlike creature. Unless
otherwise mentioned, has the following
characteristics:
o Difficulty: +30 (Hard)
o Can float in any direction at a speed of its
Spirit score in squares, or walk at its normal
speed.
o The creature can move through walls and
floors as if they were insubstantial, or (at
the creature’s decision) be constrained by
them as if they weren’t (so, a moving ship
wouldn’t leave one behind unless the spirit
wanted it to).
o The spirit cannot move through cold iron or
any material denser than platinum, but can
move through silver (even silver as thin as a
wire) instantaneously.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o
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Invulnerable/Spirit. Spirits can only be
seriously threatened by other spirit
creatures
Vulnerability/Iron (Disruption). If the spirit
touches iron or is ‘hit’ with an iron weapon
(all the attacker has to do is swing an iron
object through the spirit. The spirit can
dodge, but can’t block or parry— the
weapon would go right through the spirit
insubstantial shield or sword), then the
spirit temporarily loses cohesion. It vanishes
for 1d6 seconds before reforming. During
this time, it can take no actions.
Even if the creature is normally immune to
diseases and poisons, Spirits are strongly
affected by radiation. They get radiation
sickness normally, and suffer a morale
penalty for every failed fortitude check
against radiation. Typically, spirits have
other vulnerabilities based on radiation as
well.
If the spirit is ever affected by anything that
would put it in a Soul Coma, it vanishes
permanently and is effectively dead. It no
longer responds to any attempt to summon
or raise it.
Spirit creatures can interact with other
spirit creatures and objects as if they were
solid.
Has a Strength score of *. Spirits use their
Spirit score instead. Spirits may or may not
be able to move physical objects; unless
otherwise specified they cannot.
Spirits almost always have a bonus to
Possession.
Spirits are immortal.

Demons:
Demons are tricksy beings from the Inner Planes. They are beings of spirit, and thus have to follow various restrictions
on their power. When they are summoned to the material plane, they create for themselves bodies. These can look like
anything they want. Demons are not evil per se, but rather have absolutely no concept of morality as humans would
understand, so they may as well be.
RACE: DEMON
 Challenge: +20 (Hard)
 Demons gain the [Spirit], [Supernatural], and [Summonable] types
 Invulnerable/Cold Iron or Magic
 Vulnerable: Holy (Ability Countered: Possession)
 Vulnerable: Material Plane (Slow Ability Damage: Spirit). Demons’ natural forms are beings of Spirit, which are
hard to maintain without a physical body on the Material Plane. Demons may spend one day per point of Spirit
on the material plane, and every additional day (at sunrise) they suffer one cumulative spirit drain, which cannot
be removed until they return to their home. Demons may only heal Wounds on the material plane by magical
means or by returning to Æther. Time spent possessing an object or creature does not count against a Demon’s
time limit on the material plane, although they still cannot heal.
 Immortal: Demons never die of old age. Because of their accumulated age and experience, they automatically
get a +4 bonus to all knowledge checks, except for Science and Engineering.
 Incorporeal: Demons’ natural forms are incorporeal (but still visible) indistinct gaseous forms. The exact
appearance varies by demon type.
 Corporeal Manifest: Demons can manifest themselves at will. This ability is similar to a ghost’s, only a little more
substantial. Demons magically create bodies for themselves to inhabit. Manifesting takes a 2SA. The demon
becomes completely physical. It becomes visible, and totally solid. Manifested demons become physical
creatures for all purposes, using their Strength score normally (not their Spirit score). Manifested demons are
susceptible to physical attacks; although still have invulnerability/cold iron or magic. A demon can remain
manifested indefinitely, although being caught in a sunrise (just the sunrise, not a sunny day by itself)
disintegrates the body and keeps the Demon from manifesting again for one hour. Manifested demons use their
familiar form’s shape (see below) when they aren’t shapeshifting. While manifested, demons must use their
normal speed (they can’t float at a speed based off of their spirit), and are immune to the disruption that iron
causes them.
 No Free Will: Demons never get character backgrounds, and never gain a focus skill.
 Natural Shapeshifter: Demons automatically gain the ability to shapeshift, as with the Shapeshift skill, although
certain types of demons have limitations on this ability. Demons can remain in a shifted form indefinitely.
Demons get a +2 innate bonus to Shapeshift, and gain a free rank in the skill at every even-numbered level (to
the normal maximum). The reflection of a shapeshifted demon reveals its eyes to be narrow, vertical slits.
Demons prefer the forms of cats, dogs, snakes, and attractive humanoids.
 Natural Possessor: Demons automatically gain the ability to possess other creatures, as with the Possession skill.
They gain the Dominate technique for free, as well as a free rank in the skill at every odd-numbered level (to the
normal maximum). Demons get a +2 innate bonus to Possession. When a demon possesses a target, it
immediately vanishes and can no longer be targeted by attacks, spells, etc.. If a demon ever stops possessing the
target for any reason, it appears anywhere in the target’s occupied square (the demon chooses). While
possessing a target, the demon cannot use its Shapeshift abilities (although may use the target’s shapeshifting
abilities, if present). Demons have no maximum time limit for remaining in a possessed body.
 Planeshift: As a 12 SA, a demon can shift itself (and nothing else except items described in the demon’s Gear
section) back to its home on the plane of Æther. This is a one-way trip, demons can’t return except through
other means (such as by being summoned). If a demon uses planeshift all of its gear in its description shifts to
Æther as well. If a demon dies in the material plane, however, the gear remains.
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Being of Spirit: Demons have incredibly powerful spirits, and gain a permanent +1 Spirit Boost at every level
divisible by four and at first level. Demons also never need material spell foci to use their magic.
 Familiar Form: When corporeal, demons create a body for themselves that reflects their true nature. Each type
of demon has a different familiar form, and individual demons can vary slightly from the norm for their type. By
default, a familiar form is essentially human (no bonuses or penalties, scale 0, two arms, two legs, etc.) except
that it might look grotesque. The demon can add modifications from the following chart, so long as the total cost
is equal to or less than its spirit. Feel free to create your own modifications using the examples below as a
guideline.
 +1 CR
Name
Description
Cost
Wings
Gains a fly speed of 2m. This may only be taken once.
1
Claws
Gains 2 claw attacks for 1d6 slashing damage, close reach. This may be taken multiple 1
times, either to increase the number of claw attacks by 1 or to increase the damage of
one claw attack from d6 to d12, or all claw attacks by one die size (max d12)
Strong
+1 Strength Boost
1
Tough
+1 Endurance Boost
1
Quick
+1 Dexterity Boost
1
Armoured
+2 natural armour bonus
1
Large
+1 scale
1
Small
-1 scale.
-1
Slow
-1m speed penalty to one movement type (before modifying by scale)
-1
Fast
+1m speed bonus to one movement type (before modifying by scale)
1
Fire
Gains Fire racial background
0
Cold
Gains Cold racial background
0
Earth
Gains Earth racial background
0
Air
Gains Earth racial background
0
Quadruped
Trades two starting arms for legs.
0
Extra Limb
Gains 1 extra limb (either a leg or an arm)
1
Grace
+1 Innate bonus to Charisma
1
Breathe Weapon
Gains a breath weapon: Scale 1 Line or Cone of heat, cold, chemical, or electricity
1
damage (1d6 + end damage, every 5 rounds)
Summoned Demons: Demons are often summoned by casters for information, battle, spying, or other tasks. Demons
have skewed priorities compared to humans, and as such place different value on different objects or information.
Information sold to a demon is then sold to other mortals and demons. The chart below can be used as a loose guideline
on the value of different tasks or pieces of information to a demon, representing the minimum demon will be willing to
perform the task or provide the information for. Demons are greedy, and will go for prices as high as possible. Demons
also trade in material goods, particularly precious metals, gems, and items of great historical or magical nature. Demons,
thinking in the long-term, sometimes gather up large quantities of mundane objects to sell to future archaeologists at
gouging prices. The maximum value of an object that a demon is likely to have is 1d10 x (the demon’s level)2 x 100 mk.
Fiat money (such as paper money, where the value is what the government declares it to be, not what the material is
worth) is worthless to a demon, because all governments eventually fall. They will not accept it as payment, and
therefore will not offer it to humans. Instead, a human wishing for wealth will usually be given gold or silver. Despite
rumours to the contrary, there is nothing necessarily wrong or inferior about items purchased from a demon. A magic
item is a magic item, and gold is gold. Demons, generally, aren’t willing to put the effort required into giving a mortal
fake gold or cursed items when they already have wealth in abundance. A demon who collects a soul gains great
prestige among other demons. A character who has sold his soul cannot be resurrected by any means after death unless
the soul is bought back from the demon (who may have sold it to another). What the demons do with the souls is best
left unsaid.
Item
Value
Per day of On-Call 5mk x 2(Demon Level)
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service
Information
Blackmail-worthy
Secret
True Name
Fiat Money
Character’s Soul
Day of Character’s
Work

(Knowledge DC)2 mk
500mk-2000mk (depending on the importance of
the person who could be blackmailed)
(Character or Creature’s Level)2 x 100mk
Worthless
100,000 mk
3mk x 2(Demon Level)
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IMP
Lv 1 Demon Servant
[Spirit, Supernatural, Summonable]
STR 3
Scale: -1
Target: 5
Race: Demon
DEX 3
Speed: 1m, Fly 3m
Face: .25 x .25
R. Background: Traditional
END 3
Toughness: 10/4
Will: 10/4
C. Background: None
INT 3
Difficulty: 20 (Hard)
SPR 3+1 (4)
LV: 1
Attacks:
2 Claws:
+1/4 1d6+1 Slashing
Detonate:
+1/5 1d6+4 Various 5m Ranged
Defences:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
1 Arcane Shield +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Athletics: Spring
 +1 Spell knowledge: learn spell
 +0 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike
 +1 Arcana: Link
 +0 Feebleness: Glasses
 +1 Magic Skill: Reach Spell
Dexterity Skills:
 +5 Humanities: History, Religion,
 +2 Stealth
Supernatural
Spirit Skills:
 +0 Ranged Skill:
 +0 Magic Power: Explosive Spell
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
Endurance Skills:
 +2R Possession: DominateR
 +0 Fortitude
 +2R Shapeshift: Forms (Cat), Extended
Duration
 +0 Frailty:
 +1 Armour
Combos:
Retreat: Attack + Spring
Soulburst: Anima Wave + Attack
Spells:
Detonate, Imp: 5m range increment, 1d6+4 damage. Imps all have different damage types.
Arcane Shield: One counterspell, one block
Familiar Form:
Small (-1), Armoured x2 (2), Wings (+1), Claws (1),Fast (1)
Tactics:
Solo: Sprint away
Large Group: Round one: Link. Each Imp added to the circle boosts the range by one step and the damage by one die (up
to d12 at 4 imps, then increase by +1, +2, etc.) on their detonate spell. The imps form one circle per hostile enemy, and
each concentrates their fire on that one foe. If the enemy has spellcasters present, they form one additional circle per
caster and focus on countering that caster. The imps are divided evenly among the circles, and try to keep their distance
from enemies as much as possible.
Mixed Demons: Imps will link with more powerful demons. The more powerful demons decide what to do with the imps'
magic power.
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AFRIT
Lv 5 Demon Soldier
[Spirit, Supernatural, Summonable, Fire]
STR 4+1 (5)
Scale: 0
DEX 2
Speed: 2m
END 3+1 (4)
Toughness: 14/8
INT 2
Difficulty: 20 (Hard)
SPR 4+3 (7)
LV: 4
Attacks:
2 Claws:
Spear:
Anima Wave:
Cauterize:
Sear

+2/6
+2/6
+2/6
+2/6
+2/6

Target: 4
Face: 1 x 1
Will: 13/7

1d12 + 5 Slashing
1d8 + 5 Piercing
1d6 + 7 Bludgeoning
1d12 + 7 Heat
1d8 + 7 Heat

Race: Demon
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: None

Close
Standard or Close
2m Ranged
As Weapon or Close
6m Line

Defences:
4 Block +2
4 Dodge +2
4 Parry +2
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +2 Athletics: Spring, Sprint
 +4 Spell knowledge
 +2 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike, Extra
 +4 Combat Expertise
Attack
 +1 Proficiencies: Spears
 +4 Combat Arts: Dual Wield, Short Haft,
 +1 Arcana: Link
Always Braced, Ambidexterity,
 +1 Magic Skill: Line Spell
 +2 Wrestle: Pin, Throw
 +5 Humanities: History, Religion,
Dexterity Skills:
Supernatural
 +2 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning reflexes
Spirit Skills:
 +2 Stealth
 +2 Magic Power: Explosive Spell, Rapid
Endurance Skills:
Fire, Mad Casting, Demoralizing Spell,
 +2 Fortitude: Die Hard, Harder
Exhausting Spell
 +2 Shield Use: Arm Catch, High-Powered
 +2 Intimidate: Scare, Group intimidate,
Block
Intimidate Legion
 +4 Armour: Medium, heavy proficiency,
 +2 Mystic Focus: Anima Wave, Speed of
juggernaut, skirmisher
Thought
 +4R Possession: DominateR, Extra Distance
x2, Quick Dominate
 +4R Shapeshift: Forms (Human, Dog, Bull)
Doppelganger, Larger Scale, Faster Shift
Combos:
Ten Thousand Cuts: 3x Attacks
Eviscerate : Attack + Mighty Strike + Charge + Spring
Cyclone: 2x Attack + Cyclone + Lunge + Mighty Strike
Fling: Lunge + Throw + Attack x 4
Charge: Attack + Spring + Charge +Mighty Strike
Spells:
Cauterize: Melee, 1d12+7 Heat damage
Sear: 6m Line, Rapid Fire, Mad Casting 1d8 + 7
Burn: Melee, Scale 3 Burst, Lights targets on fire, 1d6+7 damage
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Scorch: 5m Range inc, 3 projectiles, Mad Casting, 1d6 + 7 damage
Gear:
 Afrit Spear (Silvered Bronze heavy spear).
Natural Form:
Claws (1), Extra claw damage x2 (2), Fire (0), Strong (1), Tough (1), Armouredx2 (2)
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HELLHOUND
Lv 4 Demon Steed
[Supernatural, Summonable, Fire, Quadrapedal, Riding]
STR 3+1 (5)
Scale: 1
Target: 4
DEX 3
Speed: 6m
Face: 2 x 2
END 3+1 (4)
Toughness: 14/8
Will: 15/9
INT 2
Difficulty: 20 (Hard)
SPR 4+5 (7)
LV: 4
Attacks:
2 Claws:
Bite:
Breath Weapon:

+1/6
+1/6
+1/6

1d6 + 8 Slashing
1d6 + 8 Piercing
1d6 + 7 Heat damage

Race: Demon
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: None

Close
Close
scale 2 cone (4m wide, 4m long)

Defences:
4 Block +2
4 Dodge +2
4 Parry +2
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +2 Athletics: Spring, Sprint
 +4 Combat Expertise
 +2 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike, Extra
 +4 Perception: Blind Fight, Eagle Eyes,
Attack
Lowlight Vision, Track
 +3 Wrestle: Hold, Trip
 +4R Humanities
Dexterity Skills:
Spirit Skills:
 +2 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning reflexes
 +2 Intimidate: Scare, Group intimidate,
Intimidate Legion
 +4 Stealth:
 +4 Discipline: Resolve, Calm Down, Rapid
 +2 Acrobatics
Calm, Independant
Endurance Skills:
 +3R Possession: DominateR, Quick
 +2 Fortitude: March, Mule
Dominate
 +2 Breath Weapon: Increase Scale,
 +3R Shapeshift: Forms (Dog, Jackal), Rapid
Increased Intensity
Shift
 +2 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat,
 +2 Berserk: Rage, Fearless Rage
Unarmoured Training
Combos:
Pounce: Spring + 2x Attacks
Sic: Hold x3 + Trip
Kill: Mighty Strike, Attack, Spring
Hamstring: Spring + Trip + Hold + Attack
Charge: Attack + Spring + Charge +Mighty Strike
Natural Form:
Claw (1), Fire (0), Strong (1), Armoured (1), Quadrupedal (0), Bite (1), Large (1), Fire Breath (1), Fast (1)
Tactics:
Solo: Hellhounds almost never attack an enemy alone, but if they do, they will attempt to trip it using Hamstring first. If
this fails after a few tries, the Hellhound will flee and return at a more opportune moment. If the hamstring succeeds,
the Hellhound
Pair: Hellhounds prefer to attack in groups of two, and will split up in larger groups such that two hellhounds attack each
enemy. They will move in to flanking positions if possible, where one will trip with Hamstring and the other will draw
attention using Pounce. If they succeed in tripping the enemy, one will attempt a Pin using Sic and the other will attempt
to finish it off using Kill.
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Pack: Hellhounds are almost always found in packs of thirteen, although the pack may be spread over a large area.
Hellhounds in large groups split into pairs (see above) to tag team each opponent when possible. If hellhounds have the
numbers available, they will send out one or two as a distraction (possibly pretending to hide, only poorly) while the rest
of the pack circle around from behind using Stealth to avoid detection. The decoy hounds will use intimidate (by
growling menacingly) once spotted. If successful, the prey will flee directly into the hidden dogs.
Mixed Group: In a mixed group of demons, Hellhounds serve more powerful demons as steeds and as hunting dogs.
Description:
An enormous, black hound stands before you, growling menacingly. Its eyes burn a fiery red, and thin black smoke rises
from its footsteps.
Hellhounds are horse-sized beasts used by greater demons as hunting animals and sometimes as mounts. They are
single-minded in their goals: once sent after prey, they will not stop until either they or their victim is dead. Hellhounds
are often sent after those who try to cheat other demons. Mages sometimes summon hellhounds, usually to use as
tracker animals, watchdogs, or for intimidation purposes. They do not frequently utilize their shapeshifting abilities,
except when sent after a target in a densely populated area, where they will disguise themselves as a stray dog.
Hellhounds almost never use their powers of possession. When sent by demons, hellhounds always hunt in packs of
thirteen; but few wizards are willing to summon an entire pack of the fearsome beasts.
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SUCCUBUS
Lv 3 Demon Agent
[Supernatural, Summonable]
STR 2
Scale: 0
Target: 5
DEX 3 + 2 (6)
Speed:4m
Face: 1x1
END 3 + 1 (4)
Toughness: 10/4
Will: 10/4
INT 3
Difficulty: 20 (Hard)
SPR 4 + 1 (5)
LV: 3
Attacks:
Unarmed
-1/3
1d4+1 Bludgeoning
Close
Kiss
+1/5 1d6+1 Insanity (Morale)
Close
Defences:
3 Dodge +1
Strength Skills:
 +1 Athletics: Sprint, Fast
 +2 Feebleness: Scrawny, Pitiful Flinch
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +3 Stealth: A True Ninja, Blend In, Distract
 +1 Acrobatics: Tumble, Running Tumble
Endurance Skills:
 +1 Frailty: Glasses, Weaker Glasses
 +1 Fortitude: Sleep is for the weak,
Efficient Sleeper
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured training,
Unarmoured Master

Race: Demon
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: None

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Magic Skill: Slow Spell, Reach Spell
 +1 Spell Repertoire
 +3 Perception: Blind Fight, Lowlight Vision,
Intuition
 +7 Humanities: Psychology, Arts and
Culture, Linguistics, Behavioural
Psychology
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Charisma: Distinctive Personality
(Bluff), Counter
 +3 Discipline: Resolve, Calm Down,
Independant
 +3R Possession: DominateR, Quick Possess,
Extra Distance
 +3R Shapeshift: Forms (Human, Dove)
Doppelganger, Alter Form

Combos:
Attack: Attack
Spells:
Kiss: 1d6+6 Insanity morale damage
Probe: Mind Read with +2 perception bonus vs. Deception, DC 6 to detect, Reach spell (5m range increment), Slow spell
(6 sec casting time)
Natural Form: Grace (1), Quick x2 (2), Fast (1), Tough (1)
Tactics:
Solo: Succubi normally operate alone. They avoid battle whenever possible, and will flee at first opportunity. If the
opportunity does not present itself (and they will try hard) they will use Kiss to attempt to confuse their enemies. They
will also use their Alter Form ability in shapeshift to attempt to disguise themselves as their enemies, or sow confusion
in any other way that seems available. Again, as soon as the option is presented, they will escape or hide.
Mixed Group: When a succubus is in a battle with other demons, it will hide behind its stronger allies (such as afrits and
hellhounds) and use probe to uncover the enemy’s plan to support its allies. Another favoured strategy, depending on
the attacker, is for the succubus to pretend to be a hostage held by the demons and in need of rescue. Once ‘rescued,’
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the succubus will infiltrate the enemy group and try to gain their trust, only to betray them at an opportune moment.
Succubi, being immortal, are patient, and are willing to wait years if necessary to complete their mission.
Description:
A comely figure approaches, emanating an aura of grace. She is easily one of the most beautiful women you have ever
laid eyes on. There’s something about her, you can’t quite place your finger on it, but you feel like you can trust her.
Succubi are masters of deception. They are used as spies for demon princes and mages, being able to blend in perfectly
in mortal society. Their natural form appears to be a human, or possibly an elf, of striking beauty. Succubi can come in
either gender (indeed, the demon itself has no gender and can change easily by shapeshifting), and males are generally
refered to as incubi. Succubi are not well-suited to direct battle, but rather for infiltrating the enemy and uncovering
secrets. They use their Kiss ability to weaken the will of their prey before using Probe to uncover the desired
information, before returning to their masters. A succubus’s natural form is hardly low profile, so they use shapeshift to
disguise themselves as humans of less compelling grace and beauty. Some succubi and incubi specialize in other types
of humanoids, such as elves and halflings, and as such appear like them in their natural forms.
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JANN
Lv 3 Demon of Air
[Supernatural, Summonable, Air]
STR 2
Scale: 0
Target: 5
DEX 3 + 2 (6)
Speed:2m, fly 4m
Face: 1x1
END 2 + 1 (3)
Toughness: 10/4
Will: 10/4
INT 4
Difficulty: 20 (Hard)
SPR 4 + 1 (5)
LV: 3
Attacks:
Unarmed
-1/3
1d4+1 Bludgeoning
Close
Detonate
+1/5 1d6+7 Elec. And Piercing
20m Ranged
Defences:
3 Dodge +1
3 Shield +1
Strength Skills:
 +1 Athletics: Sprint, Fast
 +1 Wrestle: Hostile Cover, Pin
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +3 Stealth: A True Ninja, Blend In, Distract
 +1 Acrobatics: Tumble, Running Tumble
Endurance Skills:
 +1 Fortitude: Sleep is for the weak,
Efficient Sleeper
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured training,
Unarmoured Master

Race: Demon
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: None

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Magic Skill: Cone Spell, Reach Spell
 +3 Spell Repertoire
 +3 Arcana: Link, Magical Casting, Muffle
Casting
 +4 Humanities: Psychology, Arts and
Culture, Linguistics, Behavioural
Psychology
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Magic Power: Explosive Spell, Rapid Fire
 +3 Discipline: Resolve, Calm Down,
Independant
 +3 Charisma: Distinctive Personality
(Bluff), Counter, Swindle
 +3R Possession: DominateR, Quick Possess,
Extra Distance
 +3R Shapeshift: Forms (Human, Dove)
Doppelganger, Alter Form

Combos:
Attack: Attack
Spells:
Shield, Jann: 3 magical blocks with 20m range increment on self or allies
Detonate, Jann: 20m range increment, 1d6+7 electricity and piercing damage.
Disrupt: counterspell with 20m range increment, can counter 2 spells per round
Mists: scale 3 Illusion: Figment that can effect visual, auditory, and spatial senses.
Natural Form: Quick x2 (2), Fast (1), Tough (1), Wings (1)
Tactics:
Solo: Jann are not well-suited to solo combat. They will try to remain airborne and to avoid danger, using Mists to
disorient and confuse their enemy and Detonate to kill them.
Group: Jann in groups will, when confronted with a powerful foe, use Link to form circles and pump as much power into
their Detonate spells as possible.
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Mixed Group: Jann are ideal in support roles, using Shield and Disrupt to protect their demon allies from incoming
attacks and spells and, if they have a free moment, using illusions to confuse and control and, when needed, throwing
an occasional Detonate spell at their enemies.

DJNN
Lv 5 Demon
[Demon, Supernatural, Summonable, Air]
STR 2
Scale: 0
Target: 5
DEX 3 + 2 (6)
Speed:2m, fly 4m
Face: 1x1
END 2 + 1 (3)
Toughness: 12/6
Will: 10/4
INT 4
Difficulty: 20 (Hard)
SPR 4 + 2 (6)
LV: 5
Attacks:
Unarmed
-1/3
1d4+1 Bludgeoning
Close
Detonate
+1/5 1d6+7 Elec. And Piercing
20m Ranged
Defences:
5 Dodge +2
5 Shield +2
Strength Skills:
 +2 Athletics: Sprint, Fast
 +2 Wrestle: Hostile Cover, Pin
Dexterity Skills:
 +2 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +5 Stealth: A True Ninja, Blend In, Distract
 +2 Acrobatics: Tumble, Running Tumble
Endurance Skills:
 +2 Fortitude: Sleep is for the weak,
Efficient Sleeper
 +2 Unarmoured: Unarmoured training,
Unarmoured Master

Race: Demon
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: None

Intelligence Skills:
 +2 Magic Skill: Cone Spell, Reach Spell
 +5 Spell Repertoire
 +5 Arcana: Link, Magical Casting, Muffle
Casting
 +6 Humanities: Psychology, Arts and
Culture, Linguistics, Behavioural
Psychology
Spirit Skills:
 +2 Magic Power: Explosive Spell, Rapid Fire
 +6 Discipline: Resolve, Calm Down,
Independant
 +5 Charisma: Distinctive Personality
(Bluff), Counter, Swindle
 +5R Possession: DominateR, Quick Possess,
Extra Distance
 +5R Shapeshift: Forms (Human, Dove)
Doppelganger, Alter Form

Combos:
Attack: Attack
Spells:
Shield, Djinn: 5 magical blocks with 20m range increment on self or allies
Detonate, Djinn: 20m range increment, 1d6+7 electricity and piercing damage. Rapid Fire x1
Disrupt: counterspell with 20m range increment, can counter 5 spells per round
Mists: scale 3 Illusion: Figment that can effect visual, auditory, and spatial senses.
Natural Form: Quick x2 (2), Fast (1), Tough (1), Wings (1), Armoured (1)
Tactics:
Solo: Jann are not well-suited to solo combat. They will try to remain airborne and to avoid danger, using Mists to
disorient and confuse their enemy and Detonate to kill them.
Group: Jann in groups will, when confronted with a powerful foe, use Link to form circles and pump as much power into
their Detonate spells as possible.
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Mixed Group: Jann are ideal in support roles, using Shield and Disrupt to protect their demon allies from incoming
attacks and spells and, if they have a free moment, using illusions to confuse and control and, when needed, throwing
an occasional Detonate spell at their enemies.
Lv 6 Shaytan
[Demon, Supernatural, Summonable, Air]
Lv 7 Fury
[Demon, Supernatural, Summonable]
Lv 10 Marid
[Demon, Supernatural, Summonable, Water]
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Elementals:
There are four types of elementals, one for each of the four classical elements (Air, Earth, Fire, and Water). Elementals
are less creatures than they are forces of nature. They are single-minded, barely intelligent at all, and tend to be
extremely powerful. Elementals can be summoned with magic.
TYPE: ELEMENTAL
 Difficulty: -5 (Easy)
 Nonsentient: Elementals have an intelligence of 1, which cannot be increased or decreased unless otherwise
specified. They still start with intelligence 2-4 for the purposes of skills learned, but for every other purpose they are
treated as having a penalty equal to any amount that would bring them down to 1.
 Immortal: Elementals never die of old age. As such, they have accumulated a great deal of knowledge; however,
their limited understanding prevents them from making full use of this knowledge. As such, they do not gain the
typical +4 bonus to Humanities except perhaps in certain exceptional circumstances.
 No Free Will: Elementals never get character backgrounds, and never gain a focus skill.
 Element-Aligned: Elementals always have one of the four following racial backgrounds: Air, Earth, Fire, or Water,
depending on the type of elemental.
 Elemental Powers: All Elementals gain the following special powers:
o Elemental Healing: When surrounded by a great deal of their type of element, Elementals gain
Regeneration 1. For example, a fire elemental in a burning building; an earth elemental underground; a
water elemental under water; etc..
o Elemental Decay: Elementals surrounded by a great deal of their opposed element type (air opposes
earth, water opposes fire) have a 20% chance to take a wound each round. In exceptional
circumstances, this chance could increase. For example, an earth elemental on an airplane, a water
elemental near a volcano, an air elemental trapped underground or a fire elemental underwater will
begin to decay in this manner.
 Limited Understanding: Elementals, unless specified otherwise, cannot take ranks in the following skills:
o Engineering
o Science
o Magic Power
o Arcana
o Magic Complexity
o Spell Repertoire
o Faith
o Ingenuity
o Mystic Focus
o Possession
o Shapeshift
o Handle Animal
RACE: PURE ELEMENTAL
 Difficulty: +30 (Hard)
 Type: Elemental (-5)
 Nonliving: Nonliving creatures, such as undead and robots, are not vulnerable to many of the same things that living
creatures are. They are immune to nonlethal damage, exhaustion, poison, disease, hunger, thirst, suffocation, and
radiation. Nonliving creatures have an Endurance of *. They gains a flat +3 to Toughness instead of adding their
Endurance (like an object), but use their Strength score for all other Endurance-related purposes.
 Emotionless: Pure Elementals have no capacity for feeling, and are immune to all Morale effects (such as inspiration
effects from Charisma, and morale damage of any kind). They cannot take ranks in Berserk or Faith.
 Unless otherwise specified, all elementals can walk at a speed of 2m.
 Air Elemental Powers: If an elemental is air-typed, they gain the following special powers:
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Flight: Air elementals can fly at a speed of 8m
Gust of Wind: Air elementals gain a special breath attack that allows them to create gusts of wind. This deals
1d6 + spirit bludgeoning damage in a scale 1 cone. Anyone hit by this ability is also flung backwards up to
one square of the elemental’s scale per point of spirit and may take damage as if thrown the same distance,
using the elemental’s spirit instead of strength. This ability is useable once every five rounds. This ability
requires enough air nearby to blow around, it does not simply create air. If the air elemental and its target
are airborne, it gains +1/0 to attack.
o Invisible: At will, air elementals can turn completely invisible. This is a 0SA, but must be done on the
elemental’s turn. Switching back is also a 0SA.
o Dexterity Boost: Air elementals gain a +2 innate dexterity boost.
o Wind Control: Air elementals can create fairly strong breezes around themselves, even without using the
Gust of Wind ability. The winds aren’t strong enough to seriously hamper creatures in combat, but can be
useful for other purposes. Air elementals can propel or hamper sailing ships (and only sailing ships) in the
same manner as a water elemental can propel all kinds of boats. However, most sailing ships can break out
the oars if an air elemental deadens the winds. Other kinds of wind-powered vehicles can be propelled with
GM permission. Air elementals can create winds of up to (roughly) 40km/h without much more effort than a
human exerts by walking. In a more modern setting, an air elemental might be harnessed to help power a
wind turbine.
o Suffocate: An air elemental can attempt to suffocate anyone that it hits with its unarmed attack, with its
Gust ability, or who the air elemental successfully wrestles. The target must make a Fortitude check against
a DC equal to 2 +(3x the elemental’s scale) + the elemental’s Endurance. If the target fails, the air elemental
sucks the air out of its lungs. The target is unable to breathe for 1d6 rounds. Using Suffocate is a 0SA made
as part of its attack or Gust ability.
o Gaseous: Air elementals can squeeze through any material that is not air-tight.
Earth Elemental Powers: If an elemental is earth-typed, they gain the following special powers:
o Burrow: Earth elementals can burrow underground at a speed of 4m, or 1m through solid rock. They can
choose whether or not to create an open tunnel behind them.
o Earth Eruption: Earth elementals gain a special “breath” attack that allows them to cause the ground to
explode. This ability requires the earth elemental to be near natural, largely unworked earth. Structures,
bricks, concrete, and solid rock are immune to this power. The ground explodes beneath the target’s feet,
dealing 1d6+spirit damage to everyone in a scale 1 sphere around the target. This ability is useable once
every 5 rounds and has a range increment of 5m.
o Disguise: An earth elemental can choose to, as a 0SA, become completely indistinguishable from a pile of
earth or stone.
o Strength Boost: Earth elementals gain a +2 innate strength boost.
o Tough: Earth elementals gain a +3 natural armour bonus
o Imbue: An earth elemental can enter a solid (that is, not liquid or gaseous) object of stone, earth, metal,
crystal, ceramic, or similar material. The elemental cannot be directly targeted while using imbue, and loses
all mass and volume. It essentially becomes one with the object it is imbuing. The object can be of up to two
scales larger than the elemental, but cannot be smaller. While imbued, the object’s durability increases by
+3 points, and it heals itself at a rate of one wound per day. Only one earth elemental can imbue an object
at a time. Earth elemental-imbued objects are rarely found for sale, but if they are, their value is increased
by (the elemental’s level)2 x 1,000 mk. Earth elementals are forced out of the object if the object is
destroyed, and can leave if they choose to. Imbuing or leaving an object is a 6SA. Leaving an object renders
it a normal object of its type.
Fire Elemental: If an elemental is fire-typed, they gain the following special powers:
o Burn: Merely coming into contact with a fire-elemental deals 1d6+endurance heat damage, and risks
catching fire.
o Fast: Fire elementals can move at a speed of 4m.
o Disguise: As a 0SA, fire elementals can become completely indistinguishable from a natural flame. However,
this can be suspicious if, for example, the elemental is not burning over a source of flammable material.
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o

Inferno: Fire elementals can use a special breath attack, dealing 1d6+spirit heat damage to everything in a
scale 1 cone. Everything hit in this manner also risks being caught on fire. This ability is useable once every
five rounds.
o Spirit Boost: Fire elementals gain a +2 spirit boost.
o Heat: The amount of heat a fire elemental produces is tremendous. A fire elemental can easily operate a
forge without fuel. In a modern setting, a cunningly designed steam-power plant can operate using a
trapped fire elemental instead of fuel. Use the statistics presented below. The steam fire elemental reactor
uses early industrial revolution technology to replicate a steam power plant using a fire elemental instead of
hot coals, while the advanced fire elemental reactor is a Stirling engine with capacitors to store excess
power.
Steam Fire Elemental Reactor:
Fuel: Trapped Fire Elemental
Power Points:3
Recharge Rate: 1 point/hour
Explosion: None, but the fire elemental will generally try to escape given the opportunity
Special: A fire elemental of 3 scales smaller than the vehicle’s scale is required to power this reactor (or two
elementals 4 scales smaller, or four elementals 5 scales smaller, etc.). Twice as many fire elementals (or the same
number of elementals that are one scale larger) are required if the twinned reactor modification is to be used.
Cost : $75 x Scale Multiplier
Advanced Fire Elemental Reactor:
Fuel: Trapped Fire Elemental
Power Points: 6
Recharge Rate: 1 point/hour
Explosion: None, but the fire elemental will generally try to escape given the opportunity
Special: A fire elemental of 3 scales smaller than the vehicle’s scale is required to power this reactor (or two
elementals 4 scales smaller, or four elementals 5 scales smaller, etc.). Twice as many fire elementals (or the same
number of elementals that are one scale larger) are required if the twinned reactor modification is to be used.
Cost : $250 x Scale Multiplier
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Water Elemental: If an elemental is water-typed, they gain the following special powers:
o Drown: A water elemental can attempt to drown anyone that it hits with its unarmed attack, with its Geyser
ability, or who the water elemental successfully wrestles. The target must make a fortitude check against a
DC equal to 2 +(3x the elemental’s scale) + the elemental’s Endurance. If the target fails, its lungs become
full of water for 1d6 rounds. Water elementals can similarly keep aquatic creatures alive out of water in the
same manner. Using Drown is a 0SA.
o Disguise: As a 0SA, water elemental can disguise itself as normal water (either salty or not). The water
elemental is indistinguishable from normal water when using this ability.
o Invisible: When a water elemental uses its disguise ability underwater, it becomes essentially invisible.
o Geyser: Water elementals gain a special breath attack that allows them to create jets of water. This deals
1d6 + spirit bludgeoning damage in a scale 1 line. Anyone hit by this ability is also flung backwards up to one
square of the elemental’s scale per point of spirit and may take damage as if thrown the same distance,
using the elemental’s spirit instead of strength. This ability is useable once every five rounds. This ability
requires a fairly large quantity of water nearby. If the water elemental is submerged in water, it gains +1/0
to attack.
o Nautical Control: Water elementals can control currents to either help or hamper ships. A water elemental
can easily propel a ship of its scale or smaller at the water elemental’s speed, or half the water elemental’s
speed if the scale is one step higher, or one quarter the water elemental’s speed if the ship is two scales
larger (the maximum). Water elementals can also do the opposite, completely stopping ships of their scale
or smaller, or slowing larger ones by the same amount that they would speed them up by.
o Swim: Water elementals can swim at a speed of 4m.




Scale Increase: Every four levels, pure elementals increase in scale by +1, starting at scale -1 at level 0. The scale of
an elemental’s breath weapon increases at the same rate. Each increase in scale doubles the water elemental’s
speed. Elementals smaller than -1 are possible, but they are of course at least level 1.
Summoned Pure Elementals: Elementals can be extremely helpful to mortals when summoned, and are used by
mages to pull ships, heat houses, power furnaces, dig trenches and tunnels, and for many other purposes. However,
they don’t submit without a fight. Elementals are nonintelligent, and as such can’t be bargained with. However, they
respect power, and are willing to work for those who demonstrate it to them. An elemental trapped in a circle
(whether summoned or not) can be engaged in a clash of wills, which works in the following way:
o Each round, the character and the elemental roll an opposed Will check (1d6 + Will). The loser gains a
morale penalty. Engaging in a clash of wills in this way takes all of a character’s time and attention. The
character must be within 5m of the elemental at the beginning of each round.
o If the character reaches 0 Will, the elemental will never respect him.
o If the elemental reaches 0 Will, it submits to the character. It now (to the limits of its understanding) follows
the characters orders, and can be summoned with the Call spell seed as if it were a summoned creature
(which it may be). It will not accept orders via proxy (such as, “do whatever my friend here says”). A weak
telepathic link is formed between the elemental and the character, allowing each to know the general
condition, direction, and distance (in extremely vague terms) of the other. This also prevents the elemental
from following the orders of anyone disguised as its new master. A character can control up to double its
level in Elemental levels this way. So, a level 6 character could control any number of elementals such that
their level adds up to 12 or less. If someone attempts to engage in a clash of wills against an elemental who
is already controlled, its master becomes instantly aware of the identity of the individual challenging his
authority.
o If anything causes the elemental to take a morale penalty or otherwise affect its Will during a clash of wills,
it will never respect the character who gave it the morale penalty or the character attempting to control it.
Similarly, if the character goes for a round without continuing the clash of wills, the elemental will never
respect him.
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SMALL ELEMENTAL
Lv 1 Pure Elemental
[Elemental, Emotionless, Nonliving, Summonable, Soulless and one of Air, Earth, Fire, or Water]
STR 3
Scale: -1
Target: 5
Race: Pure Elemental
DEX 3
Speed:2m, 8m fly (air), 4m
Face: 0.5x0.5
R. Background: See Text
swim (water), 4m (fire), or
4m burrow (earth)
END 4
Toughness: 7/1 (Air or Fire)
Will: 10/4 (12/6 Fire)
C. Background: None
10/4 (Earth) or 9/3 (Water)
INT 3 (1)
Difficulty: +30 (Hard)
SPR 2
Lv: 1
Attacks:
Unarmed:
+1/4 1d4 Bludgeoning
Close
Also Burn, Drown, or Suffocate
Unarmed (Earth):
+1/4 1d4 + 2 Bludgeoning
Close
Geyser (Water):
+1/4 1d6 + 3 Bludgeoning
Scale 1 Line
Drown Special
Gust of Wind (Air):
+1/4 1d6 + 3 Bludgeoning
Scale 1 Cone Knockback Special
Inferno (Fire):
+1/4 1d6 + 5 Heat
Scale 1 Cone Risks catching on fire
Earth Eruption (Earth): +1/4 1d6 + 3 Bludgeoning
5m Ranged, Scale 1 Sphere
Defenses:
1 Parry +1
1 Dodge+1
Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike
 +0 Athletics: Sprint
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Nerves
 +1 Stealth: Rapid Sneak
 +0 Acrobatics: Steady footing
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Fortitude: Die Hard
 +0 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +0 Breath Weapon: Increase Intensity
(Earth), Whirl (Air or Fire), or Line/Cone
Swap (Water)
Combos:
Rush: Charge + Attack + Mighty Strike
Pummel: Attack + Mighty Strike

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Perception: lowlight vision
 +1 Weapon Proficiencies: Martial Arts
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Discipline: Resolve
 +1 Intimidate: Scare

Note: The statistics above are used for small elementals of any of the four types. Simply add +2 strength for earth
elementals, +2 dexterity for air elementals, +2 endurance for water elementals, or +2 spirit for fire elementals. The
natural attacks listed include extra damage from high ability scores, if applicable.
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OPTIONAL ELEMENTALS:
The four elemental system (Earth, Air, Fire, and Water) is inspired by a classical Greek view of the world, which
influenced medieval thought and is prevalent in much of Western fantasy. However, other settings (particularly those
with an Eastern influence) might have a different number of elements and therefore elementals. Some examples are
presented here.
 Wood: If an elemental is wood-typed, they gain the following special powers:
o Splinter: Wood elementals can use a special breath attack, dealing 1d6+spirit piercing damage to everything
in a scale 1 cone. This ability is useable once every five rounds.
o Plant Growth: A plant that spends much time in the proximity of a wood elemental becomes exceptionally
healthy and grows at a much faster pace than normal. All plants within 1km times the scale multiplier of a
wood elemental are immune to all plant diseases and grow twice as fast as normal. Crop yield in such an
area is similarly doubled. A wood elemental can choose to deliberately suppress this ability at will.
o Fire Weakness: Wood elementals gain the weakness Fire (Pain).
o Disguise: A wood elemental can choose to, as a 0SA, become completely indistinguishable from an ordinary
tree.
o Wood Sense: Wood elementals can innately sense the presence of wood within 10m of them, and gain a +1
bonus to all defence rolls made against weapons with any wood in them (such as most hafted weapons,
spears, and arrows)
o Tough: Wood elementals gain a +2 natural armour bonus.
o Endurance Boost: Earth elementals gain a +2 innate endurance boost.
o Imbue: This ability functions identical to an earth elemental’s Imbue, except it only works on objects made
of wood, cloth, or other plant matter.
 Metal: If an elemental is metal-typed, they gain the following special powers:
o Ironhide: Metal elementals gain a +5 natural armour bonus.
o Strength Boost: Metal elementals gain a +2 innate strength boost.
o Imbue: This ability functions identical to an earth elemental’s Imbue, except it only works on objects made
of metal. If metal elementals are present in a campaign, earth elementals are unable to use imbue on metal
objects (but can still use it on objects of rock, ceramic, glass, and crystal).
o Metal Sense: Metal elementals can innately sense the presence of metal within 10m of them, and gain a +1
bonus to all defence rolls made against weapons with any metal in them (such as nearly every weapon
except for clubs, staves, and slingstones).
o Blades: Metal elementals gain a slashing unarmed attack that deals 1d8 damage + strength at standard
reach.
o Slow: Metal elementals only walk at a speed of 1m/s.
 Aether/Spirit:
o
 Lightning:
o Bolt:
o Fast:
o Dexterity Boost:
o
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Animals
TYPE: ANIMAL
 Nonsentient: Animals have an intelligence of 1, which cannot be increased or decreased unless otherwise specified.
They still start with intelligence 2-4 for the purposes of skills learned, but for every other purpose they are treated as
having a penalty equal to any amount that would bring them down to 1.
 Limited Understanding: Animals, unless specified otherwise, cannot take ranks in the following skills:
o Engineering
o Science
o Magic Power
o Arcana
o Magic Complexity
o Spell Repertoire
o Faith
o Ingenuity
o Mystic Focus
o Possession
o Shapeshift
o Handle Animal
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HORSE
Lv 1 Animal
[Animal, Rideable]
STR 3
DEX 3
END 3 + 1 (4)
INT 3 (1)
SPR 3
Attacks:
2 Hooves:
-1/4

Scale: 1 (2m squares)
Speed:6m (3 squares)
Toughness: 13/7
CR: 2
LV: 1
1d6 + 8 Bludgeoning

Target: 3
Face: 2x2
Will: 10/4

Race: Horse
R. Background: Plains
C. Background: Wilderness

Close reach

Defenses:
1 Dodge -1
Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike
 +0 Athletics: Sprint
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Nerves
 1 to natural Skills
 +0 Acrobatics: Steady footing
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Fortitude: March [Focus Skill]
 +0 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
Combos:
Neigh!: Charge + Attack + Mighty Strike
Whinny!: Attack + Mighty Strike

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Perception: lowlight vision
 +1 Knowledge: (only to plains)R
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Disciplie: Resolve

RACE: HORSE
 Scale 1
 Type [Animal]
 +1 Endurance
 Fast: Horses move at a land speed of 6m
 Hooves: Close reach, 1d6 damage
Variants:
 Heavy Horse:
o Large
o Speed drops to 4m
 Work horse: C. Background: Farmer
 War Horse:
o C Background: Martial. Add Light Armour proficiency
o Usually combined with heavy Horse.
o 1 rank in Armour: Medium armour proficiency.
 Racing Horse: -2 toughness, +4m speed
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LLAMA
Lv 1 Animal
[Animal, Rideable]
STR 3
DEX 3
END 3 + 1 (4)
INT 3 (1)
SPR 3
Attacks:
2 Hooves:
+0/4
Bite:
+0/4

Scale: 0 (1m squares)
Speed:3m (3 squares)
Toughness: 10/4
CR: 1
LV: 1
1d6 + 3 Bludgeoning
1d4 + 3 Piercing

Defenses:
1 Dodge -1
Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike
 +0 Athletics: Sprint
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Nerves
 1 to natural Skills
 +0 Acrobatics: Steady footing
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Fortitude: March [Focus Skill]
 +0 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
Combos:
Neigh!: Charge + Attack + Mighty Strike
Whinny!: Attack + Mighty Strike

Target: 4
Face: 1x1
Will: 10/4

Race: Llama
R. Background: Mountain
C. Background: Wilderness

Close reach
Close reach

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Perception: lowlight vision
 +1 Knowledge: (only to plains)R
Spirit Skills:
 +0 Resolve: +1 will

RACE: LLAMA
 Scale 0
 Type [Animal]
 +1 Endurance
 Fast: Llamas move at a land speed of 6m
 Hooves: Close reach, 1d6 damage
 Teeth: Close reach, 1d4 damage
Mountain Animal: Llamas virtually always have the Mountain racial background
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CAT
Lv 1 Animal
[Animal]
STR 3
DEX 3 + 2 (5)
END 3
INT 3 – 2 (1)
SPR 3 – 1 (2)
Attacks:
2 Claws:

Scale: -1 (0.5m squares) Target: 5 Race: Cat
Speed:1.5 m (3 squares) Face: 2x2 R. Background: Urban
Toughness: 6/0
Will: 7/1 C. Background: Wilderness
CR: 0
LV: 1
+1/4

1d6 +0 Close reach

Defenses:
1 Dodge +1
Strength Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +0 Athletics: Sprint
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Reflex: Nerves
 +1 Stealth: Rapid Sneak [Focus Skill]
 +0 Acrobatics: Steady footing
Endurance Skills:
 -1 Fortitude: March
 2 to natural skills
Combos:
Mreow!: Charge + Attack + Extra Attack
Mreow Mreow! : Attack + Extra Attack

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Perception: Darkvision
 +1 Knowledge: (only to cities)R
Spirit Skills:
 3 to natural skills
Natural Skills:
 +2 Natural Attack: 2 claws 1d6
 +2 Fast
 +1: Lowlight vision

Variants:
 Wild: R. Background Plains, change +1 knowledge to plains
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DOG
Lv 1 Animal
[Animal]
STR 3
DEX 3 + 2 (5)
END 3
INT 3 – 2 (1)
SPR 3 – 1 (2)
Attacks:
Bite

Scale: -1 (0.5m squares)
Speed:2 m
Toughness: 6/0
CR: 0.5
LV: 1
+1/4

Target: 5
Will: 7/1

1d6 +0 Close

Defenses:
1 Dodge +1
Strength Skills:
 +0 Wrestle: Trip [+1]
 +0 Athletics: Sprint
 +0 Weapon Skill: Lunge [+1]
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Nerves
 +0 Acrobatics: Steady footing
 1 to natural skills
Endurance Skills:
 -1 Fortitude: March
 2 to natural skills
Combos:
Woof!: Charge + Attack + Trip x2
Bark!: Trip x2

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Perception: Darkvision
 +1 Knowledge: (only to cities)R
Spirit Skills:
 3 to natural skills
Natural Skills:
 +1 Natural Attack: Bite 1d6
 +2 Fast
 +1: Lowlight vision
 +1: Scent

Variants:
 Wild: R. Background Plains, change +1 knowledge to plains
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Race: Dog
R. Background: Urban
C. Background: Wilderness

WOLF
Lv 1 Animal
[Animal]
STR 3
DEX 3 + 2 (5)
END 3
INT 3 – 2 (1)
SPR 3 – 1 (2)
Attacks:
2 Claws:

Scale: 0(1m squares)
Speed:3 m
Toughness: 9/3
CR: 1
LV: 1
+1/4

Target: 5
Face: 2x2
Will: 7/1

Race: Wolf
R. Background: Urban
C. Background: Wilderness

1d6 +3 Close reach

Defenses:
1 Dodge +1
Strength Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +0 Athletics: Sprint
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Reflex: Nerves
 +0 Acrobatics: Steady footing
 1 to natural skills
Endurance Skills:
 -1 Fortitude: March
 2 to natural skills
Combos:
Woof!: Charge + Attack + Extra Attack
Bark!: Attack + Extra Attack

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Perception: Darkvision
 +1 Knowledge: (only to cities)R
Spirit Skills:
 3 to natural skills
Natural Skills:
 +2 Natural Attack: 2 claws 1d6
 +2 Fast
 +1: Lowlight vision
 +1: Scent

Variants:
 Wild: R. Background Plains, change +1 knowledge to plains
RACE: WOLF
 Scale 0
 Type [Animal]
 +1 Endurance
 Fast: Wolves move at a land speed of 6m
 Claws: Standard reach, 1d6 damage
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BEAR
Lv 1 Animal
[Animal]
STR 3 + 2 (5)
DEX 3
END 3 + 2 (5)
INT 3 – 2 (1)
SPR 3 – 2 (1)
Attacks:
2 Claws:

Scale: 1 (2m squares)
Speed:4m (2 squares)
Toughness: 18/12
CR: 2
LV: 1
-1/4

Race: Horse
R. Background: Forest
C. Background: Wilderness

1d6 + 8 Standard reach

Defenses:
1 Dodge -1
Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike
 +0 Athletics: Sprint
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Nerves
 1 to natural Skills
 +0 Acrobatics: Steady footing
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Fortitude: March [Focus Skill]
 2 to natural skills
Combos:
ROAR: Charge + Attack + Mighty Strike
Roar: Attack + Mighty Strike
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Target: 3
Face: 2x2
Will: 7/1

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Perception: lowlight vision
 +1 Knowledge: (only to forest)R
Spirit Skills:
 3 to natural skills
Natural Skills:
 +2 Natural Attack: 2 claws 1d6
 +4 Natural Armour

Automatons
RACE: AUTOMATON
Automatons are created by using the magic spell seed Animate. An automaton is a mindless creature that functions
under its creator’s command.
 Gains the types [Magical Construct, Nonliving, Nonintelligent, Soulless, Supernatural]
 Always has a base score of 3 in every ability score
 Always places ranks in:
o Strength: Weapon Skill, Wrestle, Athletics
o Dexterity: Reflex
o Endurance: Fortitude, Block
o Intelligence: Perception
 Gains no skill ranks except for those listed above, learns no combos
 Smash: 1d6+strength bludgeoning damage, Close reach
 Has a Durability based on the Durability score of the material it is made out of. If it is made out of a living creature, it
has 0 Durability (unless that creature had a Durability score, in which case, use that)
 If the Automaton is made out of a dead creature, it gains the [undead] type
 If the Automaton is made out of a creature, it gains the creature’s natural armour bonus, natural attacks, and uses
the creature’s speed, but does not use the creature’s skills, ability scores, or any special abilities that do not happen
automatically.
 2m speed
 -1 CR

STATUE AUTOMATON
Lv 1 Humanoid Stone Automaton
[Magical Construct, Nonliving, Nonintelligent, Soulless, Supernatural]
STR 3
Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race:
Automaton
DEX 3
Speed: 2m
Face: 1x1
Racial Background:
Traditional
END 3*
Toughness: 14/8
Will: 6/0 (Soulless)
Character Background: None
INT 3*
CR: 1
SPR 3*
LV: 1
Attacks:
Smash:
+0/4 1d6+3 Bludgeoning
Close
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
1 Block +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill
 +1 Perception
 +1 Combat Arts
 +1 Wrestle
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflexes
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Block
 +1 Fortitude
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ANIMATED SKELETON
Lv 1 Humanoid Skeleton Automaton
[Magical Construct, Nonliving, Nonintelligent, Soulless, Supernatural, Undead]
STR 3
Scale: 0
Target: 4
DEX 3
Speed: 2m
Face: 1x1
END 3*
Toughness: 10/4
Will: 6/0 (Soulless)
INT 3*
CR: 0
SPR 3*
LV: 1
Attacks:
Smash:
+0/4 1d6+3 Bludgeoning
Close
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
1 Block +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill
 +1 Perception
 +1 Combat Arts
 +1 Wrestle
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflexes
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Block
 +1 Fortitude
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Zombies
WALKING DEAD
Lv 1 Undead
[Humanoid, nonliving, nonintelligent, undead]
STR 3
Scale: 0
Target: 4 (7 Head) Race: Human
DEX 1
Speed:2m
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Zombie
END 0* Toughness: 9/3 [6/0 Head] Will: 6/0 [Immune] C. Background: None
INT 0* CR: 0.5
SPR 0* LV: 1
ATTACKS:
Bite:
Unarmed:

+0/4
+0/4

1d4+4 + Virus
1d4+3

Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +1 Athletics: Spring
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
Endurance Skills:
 None

Close
Close

Intelligence Skills:
 None
Spirit Skills:
 None
Natural Skills:
 Invulnerable/head
 Natural Attack: Bite


Abilities:
 Invulnerable/Weak Spot (the head)
 Disease: Zombie Virus
 Shambler: Walking Dead cannot Sprint
 Nonliving: Walking dead do not tire, do not need to breathe, eat or drink, and are immune to nonlethal damage.
 Terrifying: Any humanoid creature who sees a Walking Dead takes 1d6 Fear damage per round. Success renders
one immune to this effect for 24 hours.
 Soulless: Walking Dead are immune to morale effects, mind-affecting abilities, language dependant abilities, etc
Combos:
Attack: Attack
Gear:
 Whatever was on the poor sucker
 Undead soldiers might have helmets, making them significantly tougher
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Kobolds
RACE: KOBOLD
 Scale -1: Scale -1 characters have a scale multiplier of x0.5, have 3 toughness to size, and get a +1 size bonus to
attack and defence rolls, as well as their target rating. For more information about Scale, look at chapter 3:
Combat.
 Ability Modifiers +1 Dexterity, -1 Spirit
 Pitiful: Kobolds get a +1 bonus to both Frailty and Feebleness.
 Speed: 1.5m/s
 Lowlight Vision: Kobolds treat hazy lighting as normal lighting.
 Traditional Kobolds: Traditional kobolds gain a +1 bonus to Stealth

KOBOLD MILITIA
Lv 1 Kobold
STR 3
Scale: 0
Target: 5
Race: Kobold
DEX 3+1 (4)
Speed:6
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Traditional
END 3
Toughness: 8/3
Will: 9/3
C. Background: Military
INT 3
Difficulty: -5 (Easy)
SPR 3-1 (2)
LV: 1
Attacks:
Short Sword: +1/4 1d6 + 0 Close
Dagger:
+1/4 1d4 + 0 Close or 1.5m Thrown
Light Crossbow +1/4 1d6 +1 5m
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
1 Block +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Athletics: Spring
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Simple Weapons,
SpearsR
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Perception: Eagle Eyes [Focus]
Spirit Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
 +1 Discipline: Volley Attack
 +2 Stealth: Rapid Sneak
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +0 Ranged Skill: Rapid Reload
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Resolve: +1 Will
 +0 Block: Buckler Training
 +1 Fortitude: Light Sleeper
 +1 Armour: Light, Medium Armour
proficiency, Compensate (Reflex)
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack + Grab
One at a time: Attack + Mighty Strike
Gear:
 Dagger
 Pike
 Buckler
 Studded Leather Armour
 Lv 1 Coins
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Gretchin
RACE: GRETCHIN
 Scale -1: Scale -1 characters have a scale multiplier of x0.5, have 3 toughness to size, and get a +1/0 size bonus
to attack, as well as a +1 to their Target score. For more information about Scale, look at chapter 3: Combat.
 Ability Modifiers: +1 Intelligence, +1 Dexterity, +1 Endurance, -1 Spirit
 Speed: 1.5m/s
 Cowardly: If Gretchin have two or more morale penalties, they increase their move speed by +0.5m/s.
 Edgy: Gretchin get a +2 Innate Bonus to Initiative. This stacks with bonuses from techniques like Nerves.
 Go To Ground: Gretchin gain the Reflex: Evasion technique for free, and can make 1 extra dodge defence per
round at their normal bonus.
 Mechanically Minded: Gretchin who put one or more ranks in Engineering get one free technique.
 Traditional Gretchin: Gretchin with no Racial Background get a +1 Innate Bonus to Engineering.

GRETCHIN MILITIA
Lv 1 Gretchin
STR 3
Scale: 0
Target: 5
Race: Gretchin
DEX 3+1 (4)
Speed:6
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Traditional
END 3+1 (4)
Toughness: 8/3
Will: 9/3
C. Background: Military
INT 3+1 (4)
Difficulty: -5 (Easy)
Init.: 1d8 + 5
SPR 3-1 (2)
LV: 1
Attacks:
Short Sword: +1/4 1d6 + 0 Close
Dagger:
+1/4 1d4 + 0 Close or 1.5m Thrown
Pike
+1/4 1d6 +0 Reach
Defenses:
2 Dodges +0
1 Parry +0
1 Block +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Athletics: Spring
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Simple Weapons,
SpearsR
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Perception: Eagle Eyes [Focus]
Spirit Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion, Nerves
 +1 Discipline: Volley Attack
 +1 Stealth: Rapid Sneak
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +0 Ranged Skill: Rapid Reload
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Resolve: +1 Will
 +0 Block: Buckler Training
 +1 Fortitude: Light Sleeper
 +1 Armour: Light, Medium Armour
proficiency, Compensate (Reflex)
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack + Grab
One at a time: Attack + Mighty Strike
Gear:
 Dagger
 Pike
 Buckler
 Studded Leather Armour
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Lv 1 Coins

Humans
GUARD, ROOKIE
Lv 1 Human
STR 3 Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Human
DEX 3 Speed:2m
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Traditional
END 3 Toughness: 11/5
Will: 10/4
C. Background: Military/Law Enforcement
INT 3 Difficulty: +0 (Medium) Mobility: 0 Focus Skill: Perception
SPR 3 LV: 1
Init.: 1d8+3
Attacks:
Club
+0/4 1d6 + 3 Standard
Pike
+0/4 1d6 + 3 Reach
Crossbow
+0/4 1d6 + 4 10m Ranged
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
1 Block +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Flat of the Blade
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +0 Athletics: Spring
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Crossbows, SpearsC,
BluntsR
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
Dexterity Skills:
 +2C Perception: Eagle Eyes
Spirit Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Nerves
 +1 Discipline: Resolve, Close-Order DrillC
 +0 Ranged Skill: Rapid Reload
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +0 Acrobatics: Safe Landing
Endurance Skills:
 +1 Charisma: Word on the Street
 +0 Block: Buckler Training
 +2C Fortitude: Die Hard
 +1 Armour: Light, Medium Armour ProficiencyC,
Skirmisher
Combos:
Subdue: Attack + Grab + Flat of the Blade
Pursue: Attack + Spring
Called Shot Details
Gear:
Area
Target Toughness
 Lv. 1 Coins
Leg
5
10/4
 Pike
Arm
5
10/4
Hand
6
9/3
 Club
Head
7
11/5
 Buckler
Torso
4
11/5
 Light Crossbow
Club
5
11/5
 Bolts (10)
Pike
5
11/5
 Studded Leather Armour (+2 Defence, 7.5kg)
Crossbow 5
11/5
 Helmet (+5 Defence, 2kg, Head only)
Buckler
6
8/2
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GUARD, PROFESSIONAL
Lv 3 Human
STR 3 Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Human
DEX 3 Speed:2m
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Traditional
END 3 Toughness: 11/5
Will: 11/5
C. Background: Military/Law Enforcement
INT 3 Difficulty: +0 (Medium) Mobility: 0 Focus Skill: Perception
SPR 3 LV: 3
Init.: 1d8+3
Attacks:
Club
+1/5 1d6 + 3 Standard
Pike
+1/5 1d6 + 3 Reach
Crossbow
+1/5 1d6 + 4 10m Ranged
Unarmed:
+1/5 1d4 + 2 Close
Defenses:
3 Dodge +1
3 Parry +1
3 Block +1
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Flat of the Blade, Punch
 +3 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo (x3)
 +1 Athletics: Spring, Sprint
 +2 Weapon Proficiency: Crossbows,
SpearsC, Blunts,R Martial Arts
 +1 Wrestle: Grab, Pin
Dexterity Skills:
 +2C Perception: Eagle Eyes
 +1 Reflex: Nerves, Evasion
 +1 Humanities (Law, Current Events):
Generalize
 +1 Ranged Skill: Rapid Reload, Covering Fire
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Acrobatics: Safe Landing, Rapid Stand
 +3 Discipline: Resolve, Close-Order
Endurance Skills:
DrillC, Support, Volley Attack
 +1 Block: Buckler Training, Shield Cover
 +2 Intimidate: Scare, Group Intimidate
 +3C Fortitude: Die Hard, Die Harder
C
 +2 Charisma: Word on the Street,
 +3 Armour: Light, Medium Armour Proficiency , Skirmisher,
Investigator
Light Armour Training, Light Armour Expert
Combos:
Subdue: Attack + Punch + Grab + Flat of the Blade
Pursue: Attack + Punch + Spring
Called Shot Details
Cover: Attack + Covering Fire
Area
Target Toughness
Takedown: Attack + Spring + Grab (x2)
Leg
5
10/4
Gear:
Arm
5
10/4
 Lv. 2 Coins
Hand
6
9/3
 Pike
Head
7
11/5
 Club
Torso
4
11/5
 Buckler
Club
5
11/5
Pike
5
11/5
 Light Crossbow
Crossbow
5
11/5
 Bolts (10)
Buckler
6
8/2
 Studded Leather Armour (+2 Defence, 7.5kg)
 Helmet (+5 Defence, 2kg, Head only)
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SOLDIER, CONSCRIPT
Lv 1 Human
STR 3 Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Human
DEX 3 Speed:2m
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Traditional
END 3 Toughness: 11/5
Will: 9/3
C. Background: Military/Law Enforcement
INT 3 Difficulty: +0 (Medium) Mobility: 0
SPR 3 LV: 1
Init.: 1d8+3
Attacks:
Short Sword: +0/4 1d6 + 3 Close
Dagger:
+0/4 1d4 + 3 Close or 2m Thrown
Pike
+0/4 1d6 +3 Reach
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
1 Block +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike, Flat of the
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
BladeC
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Simple Weapons,
SpearsR
 +1 Athletics: Spring
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
 +1 Perception: Eagle Eyes [Focus]
Dexterity Skills:
Spirit Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
 +1 Discipline: Volley Attack
 +0 Finesse: Weapon Finesse
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +0 Ranged Skill: Rapid Reload
 +1 Resolve: Zeal
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Block: Buckler Training
 +1 Fortitude: Light Sleeper
 +1 Armour: Light, Medium Armour
proficiency, Compensate (Reflex)
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack + Grab
One at a time: Attack + Mighty Strike
Gear:
 Dagger
 Pike
 Buckler
 Studded Leather Armour (+2 Defence, 7.5kg)
 Helmet (+5 Defence, 2kg, Head only)
 Lv 1 Coins
Called Shot Details
Area
Target Toughness
Leg
5
10/4
Arm
5
10/4
Hand
6
9/3
Head
7
11/5
Torso
4
11/5
Dagger 5
10/4
Pike
5
11/5
Buckler 6
8/2
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NINJA MOOK
Lv 1 Human
STR 3 Scale: 0
Target: 4 Race: Human
DEX 4 Speed:6
Face: 1x1 R. Background: Traditional
END 2 Toughness: 9/3
Will: 10/4 C. Background: Military
INT 3 Difficulty: +0 (Medium)
SPR 3 LV: 1
Attacks:
Short Sword: +0/4 1d6 + 4 Close
Dagger:
+0/4 1d4 + 4 Close or 2m Thrown
Unarmed
+0/4 1d4 + 4
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +1 Athletics: Spring
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
 +1 Stealth: Sneak Attack
 +0 Finesse: Weapon Finesse, ControlR
 +1 Acrobatics: Rebound jump
Endurance Skills:
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +1 Fortitude: Light Sleeper
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack
One at a time: Attack + Extra Attack
Gear:
 2x Short sword
 16x Dagger
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Intelligence Skills:
 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Blades, Martial
Arts, ShurikensR
 +1 Perception: Blind Fight
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Discipline: Zen Combat
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +1 Resolve: Zeal

EARLY MODERN MILITARY MOOK
Lv 1 Human
STR 3 Scale: 0
Target: 4 Race: Human
DEX 3 Speed:6
Face: 1x1 R. Background: Traditional
END 3 Toughness: 10/4
Will: 10/4 C. Background: Military
INT 3 Difficulty: +0 (Medium)*
SPR 3 LV: 1
Attacks:
Musket:
+0/4 1d6 + 9 Ranged 8m Single
Bayonet:
+0/4 1d4 + 3 Long Melee
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +1 Athletics: Spring
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
 +0 Ranged Skill: Rapid Reload
 +0 Finesse: Weapon Finesse
Endurance Skills:
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +1 Fortitude: Light Sleeper
 +1 Ride: Skilled Rider
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack
One at a time: Attack + Extra Attack
Gear:
 Musket, 24 reloads
 Bayonet
 Uniform
Name
Musket

Damage Damage Range
Type
increment
Piercing 1d6 + 9 8 m

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Simple Weapons,
FirearmsR
 +1 Perception: Eagle Eyes [Focus]
Spirit Skills:

+1 Discipline: Volley Attack
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +1 Resolve: Zeal

Weight
(kg)
6

Ammo Weight
(kg)
-

Magazine

Recoil

Calibre

Rate of Fire

1 Muzzle

4

.30 Ball

Single

.30 Musket:
Modifications: Bayonet Lug, Muzzle Loader, Crude, Smoothbore

* Unless the characters are either from a more primitive tech level or unarmed, in which case the difficulty is +20 (Hard)
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MODERN MILITARY CONSCRIPT
Lv 1 Human
STR 3 Scale: 0
DEX 3 Speed:6
END 3 Toughness: 14/8
INT 3 Difficulty: +0 (Medium)*
SPR 3 LV: 1
Attacks:
Assault Rifle:
Handgun:
Knife:
Unarmed:

+0/4
+0/4
-1/3
+0/4

Target: 4
Race: Human
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Traditional
Will: 9/3
C. Background: Military/Athlete
Mobility: 0
Init.: 1d6+3

1d6 + 10 Ranged 20m Semi or Auto (Not Proficient)
1d6 + 9 Ranged 10m Semi
1d4 + 3 Close or 2m Thrown (Not Proficient)
1d4 + 2 Close

Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +0 Athletics: Spring
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
 +0 Ranged Skill: Far Shot
 +0 Drive/Ride: Light Tracked Vehicle
Operation
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +1 (2)C Fortitude: Light Sleeper [Focus]
 +1 Armour: Light and MediumC Armour
Proficiency, Skirmisher
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack + Grab
One at a Time: Attack + Far Shot
Gear:
 Bayonet
 Ballistic Vest
 Assault Rifle, 3 reloads
 Sidearm, 3 reloads

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Martial ArtsC,
Firearms(Longarms, Handguns)R
 +1 Perception: Eagle Eyes
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Discipline: Volley AttackC,
Concentrated Fire
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +0 Heroics: Heroic Surge [1 AP]

* Unless the characters are either from a more primitive tech level or unarmed, in which case the difficulty is +35
(Overwhelming)
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MODERN SOLDIER
Lv 3 Human
STR 3 Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Human
DEX 3 Speed: 2m
Size: 1mx1m R. Background: Traditional
END 3 Toughness: 18/12
Will: 11/5
C. Background: Military/Athlete
INT 3 Difficulty: +0 (Medium)* Mobility: -1
SPR 3 LV: 3
Init.: 1d6+3
Attacks:
Assault Rifle: +1/5 1d6 + 10 Ranged 20m Semi or Auto
Sidearm
+1/5 1d6 + 8 Ranged 10 m Semi
Bayonet (Knife):+0/4 1d4 + 3 Close or 3 m Thrown (Not Proficient)
Bayonet (Rifle):+0/4
1d8 + 3 Standard (Not Proficient)
Unarmed:
+1/5 1d4 + 2 Close
Defences:
3 Dodge +1 (0) 3 Parry +1(0)
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Punch
 +3 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo (x3)
 +3 (2) Athletics: Spring, Sprint, Fast
 +3 Weapon Proficiency: Martial ArtsC,
Firearms (LongarmsC, Grenade LaunchersR,
 +1 (0) Wrestle: Pin, Nimble Wrestler
Pistols), Automatic Weapons Proficiency,
Dexterity Skills:
Superheavy Weapon Proficiency
 +1 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +2 Perception: Eagle Eyes, Blind Fight
 +1 Ranged Skill: Steady Aim, Improbable
 +1 Treat Injury: Resuscitate
Aim
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Drive/Ride: Light and Heavy Tracked
 +3 Discipline: Volley AttackC, Concentrated
Vehicle Operation
Fire, Area attack, Resolve
Endurance Skills:
 +3 Intimidate: Scare
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat,
Unarmoured Training
 +1 Heroics: Heroic Surge, Carry On [3 AP]
 +3 (4)C Fortitude: Die Hard, Die Harder,
Light Sleeper [Focus]
 +3 Armour: Light, Medium, and Heavy
Armour Proficiency, Skirmisher, Heavy
Armour Training
Combos:
Manoeuvre: Spring + Attack x2
One at a Time: 2x Attack + Far Shot
Snipe: Attack + Precision Strike + Improbable Aim + Far Shot
Brawl: 2x Punch + Attack
Gear:






Bayonet
Combat Vest (+9 Defence, 16 kg [Heavy])
Camouflage
Assault Rifle, 3 reloads (120 bullets total)
o Illuminator
Sidearm, 3 reloads (40 bullets total)

* Unless the characters are either from a more primitive tech level or unarmed, in which case the difficulty is +35
(Overwhelming)
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Fragmentation Grenade x2
Gas Mask
Nightvision Goggles
Flashlight
Radio
Generally at least one soldier per unit will have an underslung grenade launcher with five 40mm grenades.

MODERN SPECIAL FORCES
Lv 5 Human
STR 3
Scale: 0
Target: 5
Race: Human
DEX 3 + 1 (4) Speed: 2.5m
Size: 1mx1m R. Background: Traditional
END 3
Toughness: 18/11
Will: 11/5
C. Background: Military/Covert
INT 3
Difficulty: +0 (Medium)* Mobility: 0
SPR 3
LV: 5
Init.: 1d8+6
Attacks:
Carbine:
+2/5 1d6 + 10 Ranged 15m Semi or Auto
Sidearm
+2/5 1d6 + 8 Ranged 10 m Semi
Bayonet (Knife):+2/5 1d4 + 4 Close or 3 m Thrown
Bayonet (Rifle):+1/4
1d8 + 3 Standard (Not Proficient)
Unarmed:
+2/5 1d4 + 3 Close
Defences:
5 Dodge +2
5 Parry +2
Strength Skills:
 +2 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Weapon
Finesse, Throat Jab
 +5 Athletics: Spring, Sprint, Fast
 +2 Wrestle: Pin, Nimble Wrestler
Dexterity Skills:
 +2 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes,
Nerves
 +2 Ranged Skill: Steady Aim, Improbable
Aim
 +5 (6)C Stealth: [Focus]
Endurance Skills:
 +2 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat,
Unarmoured Training
 +5 Fortitude: Die Hard, Die Harder, Light
Sleeper, Uncanny Resilience, Efficient
Sleeper
 +5 Armour: Light Armour Proficiency,
Training, Expert, and Master, Skirmisher,
Medium Armour Proficiency
Combos:
Manoeuvre: Spring + Attack x2
One at a Time: 2x Attack + Far Shot

Intelligence Skills:
 +4 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo (x4)
 +5 Weapon Proficiency: Martial ArtsC,
Firearms (LongarmsC, Grenade LaunchersR,
Pistols), Automatic Weapons Proficiency,
Superheavy Weapon Proficiency, Blades
 +5 Perception: Eagle Eyes, Blind Fight
 +1 Treat Injury: Resuscitate
Spirit Skills:
 +3 Discipline: Volley AttackC, Concentrated
Fire, Area attack, Resolve
 +3 Intimidate: Scare
 +1 Heroics: Heroic Surge, Carry On [3 AP]

* Unless the characters are either from a more primitive tech level or unarmed, in which case the difficulty is +35
(Overwhelming)
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Snipe: Attack + Precision Strike + Improbable Aim + Far Shot
Brawl: 2x Punch + Attack
Gear:












Bayonet
Ballistic Vest (+7 Defence, 6 kg [Light])
Camouflage
Carbine, 3 reloads (120 bullets total)
o Reflex Scope
o Illuminator
o Laser Sight
Sidearm, 3 reloads (40 bullets total)
o Suppressor (Perception DC -3)
o Laser Sight
Gas Mask
Nightvision Goggles
Flashlight
Radio
Special Forces soldiers generally have less strict uniform requirements than regular army, so equipment will vary
more. Further, they carry a wider assortment of weaponry, which could include snipers, assault rifles, battle
rifles, and tactical shotguns.
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MODERN GANG MOOK
Lv 1 Human
STR 3 Scale: 0
Target: 4 Race: Human
DEX 3 Speed:2.5
Face: 1x1 R. Background: Traditional
END 3 Toughness: 10/4
Will: 10/4 C. Background: Criminal
INT 3 Difficulty: +0 (Medium)*
SPR 3 LV: 1
Attacks:
Machine Pistol: +0/4 or +1/5 1d6 + 7 Ranged 10m Semi or Auto
Knife:
+0/4
1d4 + 3 Close or 3m Thrown
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +1 Athletics: Spring
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
 +0 Ranged Skill: Shoot From the Hip
 +2C Stealth: Blend in
Endurance Skills:
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +1 Fortitude: Light Sleeper
 +1 Armour: Light Armour Proficiency,
Compensate (Reflex)
Combos:
Bullet Spray: Attack x2 + Shoot from the Hip
Brawl: Attack + Grab
Gear:
 Knife
 Machine Pistol, 2 reloads

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Blades, FirearmsR
 +1 Perception: Eagle Eyes [Focus]
 +1 Engineering: Open LockC
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Discipline: Volley Attack
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +0 Resolve: +1 Will

* Unless the characters are either from a more primitive tech level or unarmed, in which case the difficulty is +20 (Hard)
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FUTURE MILITARY MOOK
Lv 1 Human
STR 3
DEX 3
END 3
INT 3
SPR 3
Attacks:
laser Rifle:
Knife:

Scale: 0
Speed:6
Toughness: 16/10
CR: 1
LV: 1
+0/4
+0/4

Target: 4
Face: 1x1
Will: 10/4

Race: Human
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: Military

1d6 + 10 Ranged 20m Semi or Auto
1d4 + 3 Close or 2m Thrown

Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
Strength Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +1 Athletics: Spring
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
 +0 Ranged Skill: Rapid Reload
 +0 Finesse: Weapon Finesse
Endurance Skills:
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +1 Fortitude: Zero-G Training
 +1 Armour: Light, Medium Armour
proficiency, Compensate (Reflex)
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack
One at a time: Attack + Extra Attack
Gear:
 Knife
 Cerametal Armour
 laser Rifle

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Simple Weapons,
FirearmsR
 +1 Perception: Eagle Eyes [Focus]
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Discipline: Volley Attack
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +1 Resolve: Zeal
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FUTURE MARINES
Lv 3 Human
STR 3
DEX 3
END 3
INT 3
SPR 3
Attacks:
Battle Rifle:
Sidearm
Knife:

Scale: 0
Target: 4
Speed:2m
Face: 1x1
Toughness: 18/12 (21 Will: 11/5
vs. energy)
CR: 3
LV: 3
+1/5
+1/5
+1/5

Race: Human
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: Military

1d6 + 11 Ranged 15 m Semi or Burst
1d6 + 8 Ranged 10 m Semi
1d4 + 3 Close or 2 m Thrown

Defences:
3 Dodge +1
3 Parry +1
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Punch
 +3 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox3
 +1 Athletics: Spring, Sprint
 +2 Weapon Proficiency: Blades, Martial
Arts, FirearmsR
 +1 Wrestle: Pin, Grab
Dexterity Skills:
 +3 Perception: Eagle Eyes, Blind Fight,
Track
 +1 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +1 Treat Injury: Resuscitate
 +1 Ranged Skill: Steady Aim, Improbable
Spirit Skills:
Aim
 +3 Discipline: Volley Attack, Concentrated
 +3 Stealth: Sneak Attack, Sniper, Backstab
Fire, Area attack
Endurance Skills:
 +3 Intimidate: Scare
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +1 Resolve
 +3 Fortitude: Zero-G Training, Die hard,
Die harder
 +3 Armour: Light, Medium Armour
proficiency, Compensate (Reflex),
Skirmisher, Juggernaut
Combos:
Manoeuvre: Spring + Attack x2
One at a time: 3x Attack
Head Shot: Sneak Attack + 2x Attack + Precision Strike (Head) + Improbable Aim
Brawl: 2x Punch + Attack
GEAR:
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Knife
Cerametal Armour
Camouflage
Battle Rifle, 3 reloads (120 bullets total)
o Reflex Scope (Aim decreases 1 point of range penalty)
o Illuminator
o Laser Sight (Free action aim within 10m)
Handgun, 3 reloads (40 bullets total)
o Suppressor (Perception DC -3)
o Laser Sight (Free action aim within 10m)
Gas Mask
Nightvision Goggles




Flashlight
Radio
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ACE FIGHTER PILOT
Lv 3 Human
STR 3
DEX 3
END 3
INT 4
SPR 2
Attacks:
Sidearm
Knife:

Scale: 0
Speed:7m
Toughness: 16/10
CR: 3
LV: 3
+1/5
+1/5

Target: 4
Face: 1x1
Will: 10/4

Race: Human
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: Military

1d6 + 8 Ranged 10m Semi
1d4 + 3 Close or 2m Thrown

Defences:
3 Dodge -1
3 Flares -1 (with flares) 3 Blocks -1(with shield) 3 Parry -1
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Nick
 +3 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox3
 +1 Athletics: Spring, Shot on the Sprint
 +3 Weapon Proficiency: Simple Weapons,
FirearmsR
 +3 Combat Arts: Five Rounds Rapid,
Strafe, Rapid Reload
 +3 Perception: Combat Focus, Heightened
Dexterity Skills:
Focus, Blind Fight
 +1 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +1 Engineering: Repair
 +1 Ranged Skill: Far Shot, Deadeye Aim
 +2 Computers: Defend, Hack
 +3 Pilot: Light Mech, Light Spacecraft, Light Spirit Skills:
Aircraft, Jackrabbit [FOCUS]
 +3 Discipline: Volley Attack, Concentrated
Endurance Skills:
Fire, Area attack
 +1 Block: High powered block
 +1 Resolve: +2 Will
 +1 Fortitude: Zero-G Training, Die hard
 +3 Armour: Light Armour proficiency,
Compensate (Reflex, Pilot), Skirmisher
Combos:
Strafing Sprint: Spring + Attack x2
Blitz: 2x Attack
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack x2
Steady: Far Shot + Attack x2
Gear:
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Knife
Space suit
Helmet Electronics Package
Handgun, 3 reloads (40 bullets total)

ECO
Lv 3 Human
STR 3
DEX 3
END 3
INT 3
SPR 3
Attacks:
Sidearm

Scale: 0
Speed:7m
Toughness: 11/5
CR: 3
LV: 3
+1/5

Target: 4
Face: 1x1
Will: 12/6

Race: Human
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: Military

1d6 + 8 Ranged 10m Semi

Defenses:
3 Dodge +1
3 Parry +1
Strength Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +3 Athletics: Spring, Sprint, Fast
 +1 Wrestle: Pin, Nimble Wrestler
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +1 Ranged Skill: Steady Aim, Deadeye Aim
 +1 Pilot: Heavy Spacecraft, Light Aircraft
Operation
Endurance Skills:
 +3 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +3 Fortitude: Zero-G Training, Die hard,
Die harder
 +3 Armour: Light, Medium Armour
proficiency, Compensate (Reflex),
Skirmisher, Juggernaut
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack x3
One at a time: 3x Attack

Intelligence Skills:
 +3 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox3
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Simple Weapons,
FirearmsR
 +1 Perception: Blind Fight [Focus Skill]
Spirit Skills:
 +3 Discipline: Volley Attack, Concentrated
Fire, Area attack
 +3 Intimidate: Scare
 +3 Resolve: Zealx3

Gear:
 Handgun, 3 reloads (40 bullets total)
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ENGINEER
Lv 3 Human
STR 3
DEX 3
END 3
INT 3
SPR 3
Attacks:
Sidearm

Scale: 0
Speed:7m
Toughness: 11/5
CR: 3
LV: 3
+1/5

Target: 4
Face: 1x1
Will: 12/6

1d6 + 8 Ranged 10m Semi

Defenses:
3 Dodge +1
3 Parry +1
Strength Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +3 Athletics: Spring, Sprint, Fast
 +1 Wrestle: Pin, Nimble Wrestler
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +1 Ranged Skill: Steady Aim, Deadeye Aim
 +1 Pilot: Heavy Spacecraft, Light Aircraft
Operation
Endurance Skills:
 +3 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +3 Fortitude: Zero-G Training, Die hard,
Die harder
 +3 Armour: Light, Medium Armour
proficiency, Compensate (Reflex),
Skirmisher, Juggernaut
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack x3
One at a time: 3x Attack
Gear:
 Mechanical Toolkit
 Handgun, 3 reloads (40 bullets total)
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Race: Human
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: Military

Intelligence Skills:
 +3 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox3
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Simple Weapons,
FirearmsR
 +1 Perception: Blind Fight [Focus Skill]
Spirit Skills:
 +3 Discipline: Volley Attack, Concentrated
Fire, Area attack
 +3 Intimidate: Scare
 +3 Resolve: Zealx3





Breastplate, Helmet, and Arm Guard
Javelin x3
Dagger
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HEDGE WITCH
Lv 1 Human
STR 2 Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Human
DEX 3 Speed: 2m
Size: 1mx1m R. Background: Traditional
END 2 Toughness: 9/3
Will: 11/5
C. Background: Magical Education/Drifter
INT 4 Difficulty: +0 (Medium) Mobility: 0
SPR 4 LV: 2
Init.: 1d8+3
Attacks:
Unarmed:
-1/3
1d4 + 2 Close (Not Proficient)
Pain:
+0/4 1d6+4 Ranged 5m + Curse (see description)
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Shield +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Athletics: Sprint
 +1 Spell Repertoire: New Spells (x3)C,R
 +0 Feebleness: Scrawny (+1)
 +1 (+2C) Arcana: Witch Neophyte
Dexterity Skills:
 +0 Magic Skill: Reach Spell [Focus]
 +1 (+2C) Stealth: Concealed Casting, Sleight of HandC
 +1 Perception: Lowlight Vision
 +1 Timing
Spirit Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Nerves
 +0 Magic Power: Explosive Spell
Endurance Skills:
 +1 Discipline: Resolve
 +0 Frailty: Glasses
 +0 Shapeshift: Forms (Cat), Extended Duration
 +0 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat
 +1 Animal Backup: Familiar
Gear:
 75mk
 Scroll of ??
 Ragged Clothing
Spells:
Pain: 5m range increment. Attack deals 1d6+4 slashing damage with Curse of Shock (Magic Skill vs. Will. If Minimum Will
is beaten, target is Staggered for one round. If Will is beaten, target is Stunned 1 round and Staggered 9 rounds)
Arcane Shield: One counterspell, one block
Fear: Melee, Scale 1 Blast. Attack deals 1d6+4 Fear damage with Curse of Weakness (Magic Skill vs. Will. If Minimum
Will is beaten, drain 1 strength. If Will beaten, drain 1 strength and -1 penalty to strength skills)
Ward: Scale 1 Ward
Companion: Hedge Witches are always accompanied by a familiar; usually a small animal such as a cat, rodent, or snake.
The familiar can cast this spell:
Detonate, Familiar: Melee. Attack deals 1d4+Spirit Cold damage
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Fae
Fae (also called fairies, fae, the fair folk, etc.) are a broad-ranging family of creatures native to their home plane of
Faerie, a magical alternate dimension of sorts. Fae are mysterious and confusing, alternating whimsical and cruel,
beautiful and terrifying, wondrous and awful. From a human perspective, they are quite insane – nearly all forms of Fae
have almost no inhibition, acting in whichever manner seems fitting to them at the time. They have no understanding of
mortal morality, and are nearly incapable of empathizing with the feelings of others. Some will go out of their way to
help humans in need; others will lead them astray for fun. Fae abhor all things made of or with iron, the slightest touch
of it burns like hot coals. Fae cannot lie, but are extremely adept at twisting the truth to get around this limitation.

Faerie
If your campaign includes alternate planes, Fae are natives of the plane of Faerie. Faerie is an alternate dimension to
ours, and at once eerily similar and all-too-different. Geographically, Faerie mirrors the material plane, although
distances can vary enormously. A mage could shift to Faerie, walk for a few minutes, and shift back to find that he has
moved hundreds of miles. Any apparent rules for this behavior are inconsistent; sometimes it appears as though Faerie
geography mirrors Earth’s in a symbolic sense (two locations may be close in Faerie because they are linked on Earth by
a major highway, and therefore “closer” in a sense) while at other times, any laws determining the distance were
apparently devised by a mind completely alien in thinking to a human’s. The plane itself is beautiful, all of the plants
(which Fae treat with far greater respect than they do mortals) are healthy and vibrant, and the air is always clear.
OPTIONAL RULE: ENTRAPPING FAERIE
With this rule, characters who enter Faerie may never want to leave. If a mortal character voluntarily eats or drinks
anything native to the plane while in the plane, he or she is trapped forever. He will never willingly leave, and will fight
as hard as possible to remain and live out the rest of his life in Faerie. If forcibly removed, however, he will fall into a
bleak depression. Roll 1d6 + 8 against the character’s Will score. For every point by which the roll beats the character’s
Will, the character will spend one day with the Broken condition. If the roll doesn’t beat the character’s Will, he will
spend only one day with the Broken condition.
OPTIONAL RULE: TIME SKEW (SAFE)
Mythology is full of tales of humans being taken away by Fae to their homes for a few days, only to return home and find
that months or years have passed. With this optional rule, for every hour spent in Faerie, one day has passed by on the
material plane. With the safe version of these rules, characters do not retroactively age or starve.
OPTIONAL RULE: TIME SKEW (LETHAL)
This optional rule is identical to the one above, except that upon returning, hunger, thirst, and age catch up with the
character. So, if a character spends a week in Faerie, upon returning, he immediately ages 23 weeks, and acts as if he
hasn’t eaten, drunk, or slept for 23 weeks. This is usually enough to kill anyone from dehydration who spends more than
two days on Faerie.
Summoning Fae: Summoning a Fae is a dangerous proposition – not because the Fae is likely to kill the summoner (even
if the circle fails), but because Fae are master negotiators. To them, everything is a trade. Merely accepting a gift from a
Fae binds you into a contract in the Fae’s eyes to repay it in full. Without first agreeing to the price of the ‘gift,’ the Fae
decides for himself what you will pay, and will hold you to it. Fae sometimes appear disguised as kind humans to
travelers in need, giving food or water. In the eyes of the Fae, and all other Fae, that human is now indebted to the Fae
the value of the food and water, as well as (if the need was dire enough) his life. Unlike demons, Fae do not deal in souls
(except on occasion when trading with demons, but then they are only viewed as commodities with no intrinsic value,
like humans view money) and charge more for on-call service due to the indignity of it. Fae typically deal in information,
but regardless of the pretext they are summoned for, will always try to ensnare the summoner in some sort of one-sided
deal (the Fae will not view it as one-sided, but completely fair).
Item
Value
Per Day of On-Call 10mk x 2(Fae Level)
service
Information
(Knowledge DC)2 mk
Blackmail-worthy
500mk-2000mk (depending on the importance of
Secret
the person who could be blackmailed)
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True Name
Per Day of
Character’s Work
Life Saved

(Character or Creature’s Level)2 x 100mk
3mk x 2(Fae Level)
Life of service

TYPE: FAE
 Difficulty: +9 (Normal)
 Invulnerable/Cold Iron
 Vulnerable: Iron/ Pain
 Gains types [Fae, Magical]
 Gains type [Summonable], although any skill checks made attempting to summon Fae take a -2 penalty.
 Magical: Magical creatures cannot cross a magic circle, enter a mortal’s home uninvited, or break an agreement
 Fae cannot lie, although they become very adept at bending the truth. As a result, they have no penalty to
Charisma checks made to obfuscate or conceal the truth.
 Tongues: Fae can understand any language (including codes and ciphers) that at least thirteen sentient mortals
know, or have ever known. If the base creature can speak, it can speak any of these languages.
 Planar Warp: Fae can, at will, shift themselves back into their home plane of Faerie. However, this trip is oneway, and they must find other means (generally, by being summoned or by using powerful magic) to return.
Using this ability is a 1SA.
RACE: SIDHE
The Sidhe (pronounced “shee”) are the beautiful lords and ladies of the Fae. They are almost indistinguishable from
elves, requiring an Arcana check to tell them apart. Sidhe are powerful magic users and often skilled swordsmen, though
their real strength lies in their ability to manipulate mortals. With a Sidhe, even more so than with other Fae, everything
is a deal, a gift always has a price, and any truth can be twisted. Sidhe are completely incapable of feeling empathy for
anyone else, including other Sidhe, and, though exquisitely polite, simply do not care what pains others go through as a
result of their actions. However, despite their lack of empathy, they understand mortal motives extremely well – they
know all of the strings to pull and buttons to push to get mortals, especially humans and elves, to do exactly what they
want.
 Difficulty: +25 (Hard)
 Type: Fae (Difficulty +9)
 Elf-like: Takes a DC 10 Arcana check to recognize a Sidhe from an Elf, and Sidhe get +2 to Charisma checks to
deliberately disguise themselves as Elves or Humans. So, if a Sidhe is deliberately in disguise as a human or elf, a
character must first succeed in a Perception check to defeat the Sidhe’s disguise (which reveals the Sidhe as an
Elf, if he was disguised as a Human), and then an Arcana check to recognize that this ‘Elf’ is really a Fae.
 Scale 0
 Speed: 2m
 Free Technique: Perception (Lowlight Vision)
 Ability Modifiers: +1 Intelligence, +1 Dexterity
 Long-Lived: Sidhe get a +1 bonus to knowledge just for being around a long time, and History is one of their
areas of study for free (they're good at it because they lived to see it).
 Grace: Sidhe get a +1 bonus to Charisma against mortals. This bonus is included in the Sidhe’s stats presented
here.
 No Empathy: Sidhe cannot be affected by any use of the Feebleness or Frailty skills, and any attempt to appeal
to their conscience automatically fails.
 Nature’s Power: Sidhe gain a +2 bonus to their Magic Power score
 Traditional Sidhe: Sidhe with no racial background get +1 to Charisma, Blades proficiency, and learn one spell
RACE: BANSHEE
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Banshees (also spelt “beansidhe”) are a grim subtype of Sidhe. Occasionally, when a Sidhe mother dies in childbirth, a
Banshee is born. Banshees are always female, with pale complexion and white hair. They are thin (almost skeletal),
sombre and dour, preferring to dress all in black – sometimes even in funerary clothing. Hearing the wail of a Banshee is
an almost certain death sentence. It has yet to be established by scholars if the wail causes the character’s death, or if
the Banshee has some form of divination that allows it to see the future and wails in advance of a character’s death.
Regardless, anyone unlucky enough to hear a Banshee’s wail is, nine times out of ten, dead by sunrise. Curiously,
Banshees seem immune to the Sidhe’s lack of empathy, perhaps this is the cause of their misery – they are aware of the
horrors their race callously inflict on mortals, and it drives them mad.
 Difficulty: +30 (Hard)
 Type: Fae (Difficulty +9)
 All abilities are as Sidhe (above), except instead of No Empathy, Nature’s Power, and Grace, Banshee get:
 Wail of the Banshee: Anyone who hears a Banshee’s wail immediately risks becoming cursed. The Banshee
makes an Intimidate check; the target takes the result’s morale damage in Fear. Regardless of the results of the
Intimidate check, the target is cursed: until the next sunrise, he will have impossibly poor luck. Whenever the
character makes a die roll, he rolls twice and takes the worst result. If the character has the Luck skill, he can
spend a luck point on each die roll to negate this effect. Wailing takes a 6SA and has a range of 500m. In
addition, roughly every hour the character will be subject to the Luck: Painful Accident ability as if made by a
character with a luck bonus equal to one-half the Banshee’s level (round up), except that it can cause the
character’s death if it beats the target’s Toughness score. Only the Banshee’s target can hear the wail. The
Banshee can only use Wail once per day. If the character survives until sunrise, the curse is lifted. Only a sentient
mortal can be affected by the wail of the Banshee. Once the victim is cursed, nothing can uncurse it until
sunrise. Killing the Banshee does not end the curse.
 Eerie Grace: Although they look and move much like a Sidhe, there is nothing compelling about a Banshee’s
appearance. Their great beauty only accentuates the horror they can inflict on others. Banshees get a +1 bonus
to Intimidate.
RACE: FAUN
RACE: SATYR
RACE: CENTAUR
 Scale 1 (Although they are treated as Scale 0 for the purposes of determining weapon effort using their human
arms)
 Gains the types [Fae, Rideable, Quadruped]
 +1 Endurance
 Fast: Centaurs move at a land speed of 6m
 Hooves: Close reach, 1d6 bludgeoning damage
RACE: NYMPH
 Grace: Nymphs get a +1 bonus to Charisma
 Long-Lived: Nymphs get a +1 Racial Bonus to knowledge just for being around a long time, and History is one of
their areas of study for free (they're good at it because they lived to see it).
 Takes a DC 10 Arcana: Arcane Knowledge check to recognize a Nymph from an Elf
 Traditional Nymphs: Get a +1 bonus to Handle Animal and access to Humanities: Nature for free.
RACE: DRYAD
 Small: Dryads are scale -1
 Long-Lived: Dryads get a +1 Racial Bonus to knowledge just for being around a long time, and History is one of
their areas of study for free (they're good at it because they lived to see it).
 Tree-Bound: Each dryad has a connection with a tree (usually an oak). The tree and the dryad are in many ways
the same creature, and when one is wounded, the other is as well. If the dryad goes more than 1km x Will, she
becomes sick and will eventually die.
 Plant Communication: Dryads can communicate with trees telepathically.
 Traditional Dryad: A traditional dryad uses the Forest racial background.
RACE: VALKYRIE
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Valkyries are distantly related to other Fae. They do have no allegiance faerie queens, unlike other types of Fae.
Valkyries appear to protect the souls of dead heroes and great warriors – in a world with demons, necromancy, ghosts,
and other monsters, souls are in very real danger. Unfortunately, the protection often takes the form of killing whatever
undead monstrosity the hero has become (such as a vampire or ghost) in order to bring the hero’s soul to the afterlife
safely. Valkyries only appear for truly great heroes, and are not a force to be reckoned with. Occasionally, a valkyrie will
delay from their usual duties to bring down especially horrible monsters or assist a hero in a time of great need.
 Wings: Valkyries gain a flight speed of 4m
 True Sight: Valkyries can see invisible or incorporeal creatures. They gain no special ability to see creatures
hidden through mundane means, such as the Stealth skill.
 Ghost Hunters: Any attack made by a valkyrie’s weapon or spell cast by a valkyrie ignores a Spirit-type creature’s
usual invulnerability to non-spirit-based attacks.
 +1 Strength, +1 Dexterity, +1 Endurance
 Brave: Valkyries are naturally brave, gaining a +3 bonus to Will.
 Traditional Valkyrie: Traditional valkyries gain the Martial racial background.
RACE: UNICORN
As a Sidhe is to an elf, a unicorn is to a horse. Unicorns are fleet of foot, uncannily intelligent, and extremely dangerous
to their enemies. Unicorns cannot be tamed, legend has it that (aside from other Fae) a unicorn will only allow a human
or elf maiden to approach without fleeing or fighting.
 Scale 1
 Type [Animal, Fae]
 +1 Endurance
 Fast: Unicorns move at a land speed of 6m
 Hooves: Close reach, 1d6 Bludgeoning damage
 Horn: Standard reach, 1d6 Piercing damage, Charge
RACE: WILL-O’-WISP
Will-o’-wisps, also called demon lights, fox flames, ghost fires, or flash pillars, look like tiny floating lights. In the distance,
they appear much like lanterns. They are usually found in marshes, although occasionally make their homes in other
natural environments with limited visibility, such as forests and jungles. Will-o’-wisps are mischievous spirits that delight
in leading travellers off of the road and leaving them lost in the wilderness. Like most Fae, they are not actively evil, but
see the world as a game with no consequences. Will-o’-wisps can choose to glow in any colour, although their favourites
are white, green, yellow, and blue. Will-o’-wisps are cowardly and will not fight unless they have no other choice.
 Scale -2
 Type [Fae, Spirit]
 Unlike other spirits, will-o’-wisps cannot manifest or use possession. Further, they can choose to be visible even
when incorporeal.
 Confuse: Will-o’-wisps can also direct their daze effect into a powerful burst of confusion. This ability has a range
of 20m, and takes a 4SA to use. The target takes 1d6 + spirit confusion morale damage.
 Invisibility: A will-o’-wisp can shut off its natural light and become naturally invisible.
 Glow: Will-o’-wisps naturally glow in any colour or intensity right up to almost the brightness of a lightning bolt.
Will-o’-wisps glowing at their brightest glow with a perception DC of -19 (fortitude check DC 8 or be blinded).
Will-o’-wisps can flicker to convincingly imitate a torch or lantern (perception DC = 8 + will-o’-wisp’s Charisma
bonus), or glow with the steady light of an electric bulb, or flash briefly and brightly to imitate a lightning storm
(albeit with no thunder).
 Daze: A will-o’-wisp’s most fearsome ability is its supernaturally effective method of drawing travellers off of the
beaten trail. Although a clever will-o’-wisp can sometimes lead a foolish traveller into the wilderness simply by
imitating a light, even travellers who know about a will-o’-wisp’s abilities can fall victim to this. The will-o-wisp
can activate or deactivate this ability as an immediate 0SA. While the ability is active, anyone looking at the willo’-wisp is affected. The will-o’-wisp rolls 1d6 + Spirit + Charisma against the targets’ Will. If the will-o’-wisp is
successful, the target immediately loses its sense of direction, and becomes convinced that the direction it
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needs to go in is whichever the will-o’-wisp currently feels like it should (a scatter die could be used to
determine the spirit’s current feeling). The character regains a hold of their senses in 2d6 hours, realizing that
they’ve been tricked.
Magnetic Fields: Will-o’-wisps can weakly alter magnetic fields around them. This is barely strong enough to
make a pin roll across a table, but can be used to trick compasses anywhere within 200m of the will-o’-wisp. The
sprite can make compasses in range point in any direction with a moment’s thought (a 0SA).

WILL-O’-WISP
Lv 4 Sidhe
[Fae, Magical, Spirit, Summonable]
STR 3*
Scale: -2
Target: 7
DEX 3
Speed: 1m flight
Face: 1x1
END 3
Toughness: 5/-1
Will: 9/6
INT 3
CR: 4
SPR 3
LV: 4
Attacks:
Lightning Bolt
+4/6 1d6+4 Electricity
20m Ranged
Defenses:
4 Dodge +2
4 Shield +2
Strength Skills:
 +2 Feebleness: Scrawny,
 +2 Athletics: Sprint, Fast
 +0 Wrestle: One Inch Punch, Pin, Hostile
Cover
Dexterity Skills:
 +2 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +2 Acrobatics:
 +4 Stealth: Superhero Exit, Hide in Plain
Sight, Rapid Sneak, Sneaky Run
Endurance Skills:
 +2 Fortitude: Die Hard, Die Harder
 +2 Unarmoured:Unarmoured Combat,
Unarmoured Training
Spells:

Race: Will-o’-Wisp
R. Background: Fae
C. Background: Wilderness

Intelligence Skills:
 +2 Magic Skill: Reach Spell, Cone Spell
 +6 Humanities: History, Nature,
Geography,
 +4 Spell Repertoire
Spirit Skills:
 +4 Charisma: Distinctive Personality
(Provoke), Counter, Swindle, Razor Wit
 +2 Berserk: Rage, Unstoppable Rage
 +2 Magic Power: Rapid Fire, Explosive Spell

GM Hints: Handling a Will-o’-Wisp
At first, convincingly tricking your players with a will-o’-wisp may seem impossible. After all, any savvy player will
immediately realize they’re being led astray and will try to take steps – right? Wrong. Remember that regardless of
what the player thinks, the character has been thoroughly convinced. Even if the player says “we continue north,”
the characters will head west (or wherever). However, to minimize the chance that the players clue in to the fact
that their characters are being tricked, here is one method you can pull the wool over their eyes:
1. Tell the players that they see marsh lights, a perfectly natural phenomenon.
2. Secretly roll a Daze check against the players’ Wills to determine who has been tricked.
3. Call for the players to roll Humanities: Geography checks to avoid being lost, but ignore the results.
4. If all players have been tricked, tell them that they 2d6 hours later they realize they’re way off course.
Otherwise, tell the players who have been tricked that they want to go where the will-o’-wisp wants, the
players who succeeded their knowledge checks and were not fooled that they want to go in the correct
direction, and those that failed their geography checks and were not fooled that they want to go in a
random other direction. Then let the players figure out which direction they want to go in themselves.
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Lightning Bolt: 1d6 + 3 Electricity Damage
20m Ranged Rapid fire x2
Shield, Wisp: 4 magical blocks with 20m range increment on self or allies
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SIDHE NOBLE
Lv 4 Sidhe
[Fae, Magical]
STR 3
Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Sidhe
DEX 4
Speed: 7m
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Fae
END 3
Toughness: 11/6
Will: 9/6
C. Background: Magical Education
INT 4
Difficulty: +25 (Hard)
SPR 3
LV: 3
Attacks:
Scimitar:
+2/6 1d6 + 4 Slashing
Standard Reach
Winter’s Blast (through scimitar):
+2/6 1d6 + 4 Cold (3 atk)
Standard Reach
Snowstorm (through scimitar)
+2/6 1d6 + 5 Cold (2 atk) +Throw attempt
Standard Reach
Defenses:
4 Dodge +2
5 Parry +2
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +2 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Mighty
 +4 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox4
Strike
 +4 Perception: Nightvision, Blind fight,
 +4 Athletics: Spring, Sprint, Fast, Rapid
combat focus, heightened focus
Climb
 +5 Knowledge: History, Nature, psychology
 +2 Wrestle: One Inch Punch, Pin, Hostile
Knowledge is power, deep study, forage
Cover
for herbs, generalize
Dexterity Skills:
 Spell repertoire: learn spell x2R
 +2 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
Spirit Skills:
 +4 Acrobatics:
 +6 Charisma:
 +2 Finesse: Weapon finesse, Control
 +2 Berserk: Rage, Unstoppable Rage
Endurance Skills:
 +4 Magic Power: rapid fire, explosive spell
 Unarmoured +4: +1 toughness,
Natural Skills
unarmoured evasion
 Vulnerable Iron/Pain
 Invulnerable/Cold Iron
Combos:
Blitz: 5x Attack
Impale: 2x Attack, Mighty Strike x2
Move: Spring + Far Shot + Attack x2
Ambush: Charge + Spring + Mighty Strike x2 + Attack x3
Spells:
Winter’s Blast: 1d6 + 4 Cold damage Melee Rapid fire x2
Snowstorm:
1d6 + 5 Cold damage Melee Rapid Fire x 1 + TK:Throw
Gear:
 Ornate Silvered Bronze Scimitar (250 gp)
 Snowflake pattern silver bracelet: focus for Winter's Blast and Snowstorm
 Lv 5 Coins treasure
 Lv 4 Magic treasure
Tactics:
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UNICORN
Lv 3 Animal
[Fae, Magical, Summonable, Animal, Rideable]
STR 3
Scale: 1
Target: 4
DEX 3
Speed:7m
Face: 2x2
END 3 + 1 (4)
Toughness: 13/7
Will: 11/5
INT 3 (1)
CR: 4
SPR 3
LV: 3
Attacks:
2 Hooves:
+0/5 1d6 + 8 Bludgeoning
Close reach
Horn
+0/5 1d6 + 8 Piercing
Standard
Defenses:
3 Dodges +1
Strength Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike, Lunge
 +1 Athletics: Sprint, Fast
 +3 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Reflex: Nerves, Lightning Reflexes
 +1 Acrobatics: Steady footing
Endurance Skills:
 +1 Fortitude: March [Focus Skill]
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat,
Unarmoured Training
Combos:
Neigh!: Charge + Attack + Mighty Strike x2 + Lunge
Whinny!: Attack + Mighty Strike x2
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Race: Unicorn
R. Background: Plains
C. Background: Wilderness

Charge

Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Combat Expertise
 +3 Perception: lowlight vision, Eagle Eyes,
Eyes on the Back of Your Head
 +1 Knowledge: (only to plains)R
Spirit Skills:
 +3 Discipline: Resolve

Ice Monsters
RACIAL BACKGROUND: ICE
 Vulnerable: Heat/Pain
 Gains type [Cold]
 Does not count against the normal limit of Racial Backgrounds
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Undead
TYPE: UNDEAD
 Vulnerable: Holy/Pain
 Gains tag [Soulless, Undead, nonliving]
 Do not naturally heal
 Cold Resist +3
 Night Vision: Undead can see in the dark just as well as they can in the light.
 Soulless: Undead have an effective spirit score of *. They are immune to morale effects and cannot be put in a
Soul Coma.
 Nonliving: Undead have an effective endurance score of *. They are immune to disease, suffocation, fatigue,
and poison.
 When undead take more damage than their toughness, they don’t fall unconscious and start dying. They just
die.
 Unless otherwise specified, Undead are immune to called shots to critical areas (they generally either don't have
or need organs)
 Unless otherwise specified, beheading an Undead creature does not kill it, the head continues to 'live.'
Beheaded undead can't move, but can attempt to bite anyone who comes within reach (close reach for a
creature 3 scales smaller than the original) which mostly consists of anyone foolish enough to pick up the head.
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GHOUL, LESSER
Lv 2 Undead
[Undead, nonliving, soulless]
STR 4
Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Ghoul
DEX 2
Speed:2m
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Undead
END 0* Toughness: 15/6 Will: 9/6 (immune) C. Background: Savage
INT 3
CR: 4
Mobility: 0
SPR 3* LV: 4
Init.: 1d8+3
Attacks:
2 Claws:
+2/6 1d8 + 4 Slashing
Standard Reach
Bite
+2/6 1d4 + 3 Piercing
Close Reach
Defenses:
4 Dodge +2
4 Parry +2
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +4 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox4
 +1 Athletics: Spring
 +0 Perception: NightvisionR
 +0 Wrestle: Grab, Pin, Hostile Cover
 8 to natural skills
Spirit Skills:
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
 +5 Intimidate
 4 to natural skills
Dexterity Skills:
 +2 Berserk: Rage, Unstoppable Rage
 +0 Reflex: Nerves
 3 to natural skills
Natural Skills
 +1 Stealth: Rapid Sneak
 Vulnerable Holy/Pain, Can’t Heal
 2 to natural skills
Endurance Skills:
 Vulnerable Heat/+3 Damage
 none
 Cold Resist +3
 Regeneration 1
 Natural Armour +3
 Unnaturally Tough +3
 2 Natural attacks 1d8 damage
 Bite
Combos:
Blitz: 3x Attack
Impale: 2x Attack + Grab + Mighty Strike (1d10+4 claw, 1d6+3 bite)
Move: Spring + Attack x2 + Mighty Strike (1d10+4 claw, 1d6+3 bite)
Ambush: Charge + Spring + Attack x3
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GHOUL
Lv 4 Undead
[Undead, nonliving, soulless]
STR 4
Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Ghoul
DEX 2
Speed:2.5m 5x Sprint Face: 1x1
R. Background: Undead
END 0* Toughness: 15/6
Will: 9/6 (immune) C. Background: Savage
INT 3
CR: 4
SPR 3* LV: 4
Attacks:
2 Claws:
+2/6 1d8 + 4 Slashing
Standard Reach
Bite
+2/6 1d4 + 3 Piercing
Close Reach
Defenses:
4 Dodge +2
4 Parry +2
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +2 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Mighty
 +4 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox4
Strike
 +0 Perception: NightvisionR
 +4 Athletics: Spring, Sprint, Fast, Rapid
 8 to Natural skills
Climb
Spirit Skills:
 +2 Wrestle: Grab, Pin, Hostile Cover
 +5 Intimidate
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
 +2 Berserk: Rage, Unstoppable Rage
 3 to natural skills
 3 to natural skills
Dexterity Skills:
Natural Skills
 +2 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 Vulnerable Holy/Pain, Can’t Heal
 +2 Stealth:
 Vulnerable Heat/+3 Damage
Endurance Skills:
 Cold Resist +3
 none
 Regeneration 1
 Natural Armour +3
 Unnaturally Tough +3
 2 Natural attacks 1d8 damage
 Bite
Combos:
Blitz: 3x Attack
Impale: 2x Attack + Grab + Mighty Strike (1d10+4 claw, 1d6+3 bite)
Move: Spring + Attack x2 + Mighty Strike (1d10+4 claw, 1d6+3 bite)
Ambush: Charge + Spring + Attack x3
Tactics: Ghouls are incredibly difficult to kill. They are used as elite, but expendable, foot soldiers by powerful undead
lords. Ghouls are not mindless, and although they feel no fear they have a keen sense of self-preservation and would
rather Sprint than die.
In a fight, Ghouls will first try to Scare the enemy into Running, because they enjoy a good chase. Their prey rarely
escape, however, as Ghouls are quick. If the prey turn and fight, Ghouls will use rage. This boosts their claw damage to
1d8 + 5, but doesn’t increase their toughness as Ghouls have no endurance score.
Ghouls can soak up wounds and more or less ignore them with their Unnaturally Tough and Regeneration abilities.
In the presence of a holy object, Ghouls are much more vulnerable, and will likely flee at first opportunity.
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VAMPIRE
Lv 4 Undead
[Undead, nonliving, soulless]
STR 3 + 2
Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Ex-Human
DEX 3 + 2
Speed:7m 5x Sprint
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Vampire
END 3 + 2
Toughness: 11/5(invulnerable) Will: 9/6 (immune) C. Background: Urban
INT 3
CR: 4
SPR 3*
LV: 4
Attacks:
Fangs:
+2/6 1d6 + 5 Piercing + Bloodsuck
Close Reach
Rapier:
+2/6 1d6 + 5 Piercing
Standard Reach
Throwing Knives
+2/6 1d4 + 5 Piercing
2m Thrown or Close melee
Defenses:
4 Dodge +2
4 Parry +2
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +2 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Mighty
 +4 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox4
Strike
 +4 Perception: NightvisionR, Eagle Eyes,
 +4 Athletics: Spring, Sprint, Fast, Rapid
Size Up, Blind-Fight
Climb
Spirit Skills:
 +2 Wrestle: One Inch Punch, Pin, Hostile
 +5 Intimidate
Cover
 +2 Berserk: Rage, Unstoppable Rage
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Dexterity Skills:
 +2 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes
 +4 Acrobatics:
 +2 Finesse: Deflect Arrow, Precision Strike
Endurance Skills:
 none
Combos:
Blitz: 5x Attack
Impale: 2x Attack, Mighty Strike x2 (1d12 +4 claw damage)
Move: Spring + Far Shot + Attack x2
Ambush: Charge + Spring + Mighty Strike x2 + Attack x3 (1d12 +4 claw damage)
Tactics:
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RACIAL BACKGROUND: VAMPIRE
 +2 CR
 Ability Modifiers: +2 Strength, +2 Dexterity, +2 Endurance
 Vampires area also always Undead (see above)
 Gains tags [Vampire]
 Vampires follow the same restrictions as magical creatures (cannot cross a magic circle, enter a mortal’s home
uninvited, or break an agreement)
 Fangs: Vampires gain a Fangs natural attack. The Fangs deal 1d6 + Strength damage. Normally, they are
concealed in the mouth, and impossible to notice without a complete dental examination. As a minor action, the
Vampire can extend the fangs, making them visible and revealing its identity.
 Bloodsucker: If a creature is wounded by the vampire’s Bite attack, it must make a fortitude check (DC= Damage
delt) or take 1 point of End damage. If a creature is reduced to 0 Endurance in this way, it dies and becomes a
Vampire. Every point of Endurance damage that a vampire deals in this way gives it another use of a blood
power (see below), to a maximum of twice the vampire’s level.
 Semi living: Unlike other Undead, Vampires keep their Endurance score. They retain all the normal immunities
for being nonliving, however.
 Vampire Blood Powers:
o Regenerate: The vampire heals one wound. This uses one use of a blood power.
o Ability Rush: The vampire boosts one ability score by +2 and gains a +1 bonus to all skill checks made
with skills based on that stat. This uses one blood power use per round.
 Other Vampire Powers:
o Shapeshift: Vampires can transform into a wolf or a bat
o Flight: Vampires can fly at half their land move speed
 Weaknesses:
o Mirrors: Vampires have no reflection in a mirrored surface, and don’t resolve on film or digital cameras.
o Running Water: Ability Countered: Vampires cannot use any vampire powers (blood or other) while
submersed in Running water, or with a continual stream of water poured over them, or similar.
Vampires cannot willingly cross Running water such as a river, although they can be carried across.
o Garlic: Vampires that come into contact with garlic are Stunned. Vampires that actually ingest garlic are
treated as a human who just ingested an equivalent volume of Viper poison.
 Does not count against the normal limit of Racial Backgrounds.

Vampire Strains
Vampires come in many varieties, and not all have the same powers and weaknesses. Whenever a vampire turns a
mortal, that mortal becomes a vampire of the same sort as the turning vampire, with all the same strengths and
weaknesses. Because of this, packs of vampires that 'descend' from a single vampire all share the same traits, but may
not have much in common with other packs.
To create your own vampire strains, pick one power source:
BLOODSUCKER:
This is by far the most common variety of vampire. Bloodsuckers gain the following traits:
 Fangs: Vampires gain a Fangs natural attack. The Fangs deal 1d6 Piercing damage (modified by strength, as any
melee weapon). Normally, they are concealed in the mouth, and impossible to notice without a thorough dental
examination. As a free action, the Vampire can extend or retract the fangs, making them visible and revealing its
identity.
 Blood Drain: If a creature is killed by a vampire's bite attack, it becomes a Vampire in 1d100 hours after death.
The GM should roll secretly. Each time a vampire wounds a creature with its fangs, the vampire gains a use of a
Vampire Power (see below).
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SOUL DRAINER:
 Soul Drain: As a standard action, a vampire of this variety can attempt to drain another creature's soul. The
target creature must be within one square for every point of spirit the vampire has. The vampire makes a
charisma check, and deals that much morale damage to the target creature. The type is either fear, insanity, or
untyped, depending on the vampire strain.
 Soul Feed: Every time a creature within one square per point of spirit the vampire has takes a morale penalty
from morale damage of the type that the vampire can deal with its soul drain ability, the vampire gains power.
Only one vampire can gain feed on each morale penalty. If there are more than one vampires in range, they can
either decide to allow another one to do it (a free action) or enter a test of spirit. The vampires make opposed
spirit checks as a free instant action, the winner gets the power. In the event of a draw, neither do. Each feeding
gives the vampire another use of a Vampire Power (see below). If a vampire uses Soul Feed on a creature that
has already Broken, Panicked, Confused, etc. then the vampire drains the victim’s soul entirely. The poor target
enters a Soul Coma, and the vampire gains 5 uses of Vampire Powers instead of one.
UNIVERSAL VAMPIRE TRAITS:
All vampires have these abilities:
 +2 CR
 Ability Modifiers: +2 Strength, +2 Dexterity, +2 Endurance
 Vampires are also always Undead (see above)
 Gains tags [Vampire]
 Semi-living: Unlike other Undead, Vampires keep their Endurance score. They retain all the normal immunities
for being nonliving, however.
 Power Reserve: Every time a bloodsucker deals a wound with its fangs or a soul drainer feeds on psychic energy
of others, the vampire gains a power use in its reserve. The vampire cannot store more than its level in ability
uses. Every week, the reserve drops by one. If a vampire ever hits zero, it loses its +2 racial bonuses to strength,
dexterity, and endurance. Every day, it has to make a Fortitude check (DC 10) or be Fatigued for that day. Two
failures in a row results in the vampire being Shaken by pain the whole day. Ten failures in a row and the
vampire is Disabled for that day as well. However, the vampire will never die from lack of feeding.
 Mirrors: Vampires have no reflection in a mirrored surface, and don’t resolve on film or digital cameras.
VAMPIRE POWERS:
Then, pick any number of Vampire Powers. However, for each Vampire Power, a Vampire Weakness must be chosen.
Each time a vampire uses a vampire power, its power reserve drops by one. Unless otherwise specified, activating a
vampire power is a free action.
 Regenerate: The vampire heals one wound.
 Ability Rush: The vampire boosts one ability score by +2 and gains a +1 bonus to all skill checks made with skills
based on that stat. This ability lasts for one round.
 Unnatural Haste: The vampire can act for an additional 2 seconds this turn. This uses two reserve power uses.
 Shapeshift: Vampires can transform into a wolf or a bat. This ability uses one reserve power to activate, and one
more to turn back into humanoid form.
 Flight: Vampires can fly at half their land move speed. This ability uses one reserve power to activate, and for
every hour of flight thereafter.
 Suggestion: The vampire can be unnaturally persuasive. Upon using this ability, the vampire gets a +4
supernatural boost to Charisma. This ability uses one reserve power per Charisma check made.
o Dominating Gaze: [Requires Suggestion] A vampire with this ability can mentally dominate a creature by
meeting its eyes. As a minor action, the vampire can attempt to destroy the will of the target creature.
See the Dominate ability for more information.
o Complete Domination: [Requires Dominating Gaze] With this ability, the vampire can totally control
another creature ... permanently. If the vampire manages to succeed using Dominating Gaze three days
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in a row on the same creature, that creature is permanently dominated by the vampire - sunrise does
not help. The creature loses all sense of self, and gains the [soulless] type. A vampire can control a
number of creatures equal to his ranks in Charisma.
For each vampire power the vamp has, choose one weakness:
 Mirror Revulsion: Vampires with this weakness that see their own lack of reflection in the mirror cannot use
any Vampire powers for one round.
 Holy Revulsion: Vampires with this weakness cannot use their vampire powers on holy ground. A creature
carrying a holy symbol of its own faith, or, if the creature has no religion than any object that represents his or
her beliefs or something the creature strongly believes in, in a prominent and clearly visible manner prevents
the vampire from coming within one metre.
o Church Bell Revulsion: A vampire with this weakness must return to its coffin immediately upon hearing
churchbells ring.
 Running Water: Vampires cannot use any vampire powers while submersed in Running water, or with a
continual stream of water poured over them, or similar. Vampires cannot willingly cross Running water such as a
river, although they can be carried across.
o Running Water Demise [Requires Running Water] With this more powerful weakness, when the

vampire is submersed in Running water for two continuous rounds, it disintegrates into dust.
The vampire eventually reforms the same way as with the Sunlight Demise weakness (see
below), except that generally the Running water will spread the dust around a river (or
whatever) and could take a very long time to reform.
o




Running Water Destruction: [Requires Running Water Demise] With this weakness, vampires that
disintegrate into dust from Running Water Demise do not reform. Instead, they are destroyed.
Garlic: Vampires that come into contact with garlic are Shaken for as long as they are touching garlic and for one
round after. Vampires that actually ingest garlic are treated as a human who just ingested an equivalent volume
of Viper Poison in addition to being Shaken.
Sunlight Aversion: Vampires with this weakness are Shaken when exposed to direct natural sunlight.
o UV Aversion: [Requires Sunlight Aversion] Vampires with this weakness are Shaken whenever exposed
to direct UV radiation, including sunlight and certain artificial sun lamps. This is only appropriate in a
modern setting.
o Sunlight Demise: [Requires Sunlight Aversion] A vampire with this weakness exposed to direct sunlight
(or UV, with the UV aversion weakness) for two continuous rounds disintegrates into dust. This
weakness requires, and stacks with, Sunlight Aversion. 1d4 rounds after the sunlight is gone, the
vampire reforms. If the dust is scattered around, the time can increase - 1d6 minutes if the dust is
scattered around a room, 1d6 hours if it's around a small town, and possibly days or months for larger
areas.
o Sunlight Destruction: [Requires Running Water Demise] With this weakness, vampires that disintegrate
into dust from Sunlight Demise do not reform. Instead, they are destroyed.

Sample Vampire Strains:
CLASSIC VAMPIRE
 Category: Bloodsucker
 Powers: Shapeshift, Flight, Suggestion, Dominating Gaze, Complete Domination, Regenerate
 Weaknesses: Mirror Revulsion, Holy Revulsion, Running Water, Running Water Demise, Garlic, Sunlight Aversion,
Sunlight Demise
URBAN VAMPIRE
 Category: Bloodsucker
 Powers: None
 Weaknesses: None
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PSYCHIC VAMPIRE
 Category: Soul Drainer
 Powers: Suggestion, Dominating Gaze, Complete Domination
 Weaknesses: Mirror Revulsion, Holy Revulsion, Sunlight Aversion
PREDATORY VAMPIRE
 Category: Bloodsucker
 Powers: Ability Rush, Regenerate, Unnatural Haste
 Weaknesses: Holy Revulsion, Sunlight Aversion, Running Water
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GHOSTLY PEASANT
Lv 1 Ghost
[Undead, Nonliving, Spirit]
STR 3*
Scale: 0
Target: 4
Race: Ex-Human
DEX 3
Speed: 5
Face: 1x1
R. Background: Traditional, Ghost
END 3*
Toughness: 9/3
Will: 15/9
C. Background: Drifter
INT 3
CR: 3
SPR 3 + 2 (5)
LV: 1
Attacks:
Unarmed:
+0/4 1d4 + 5 Close
Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
1 Parry +0
1 Block +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
 +0 Athletics: Spring
 +1 Weapon Proficiency: Unarmed
 +0 Wrestle: Grab
 +1 Perception: Eagle Eyes
Dexterity Skills:
Spirit Skills:
 +0 Reflex: Evasion
 +0 Charisma: Counter [Focus]
 +0 Acrobatics: Tumble
 +1 Intimidate: Scare
 +0 Ranged Skill: Rapid Reload
 +0 Resolve
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Block: Buckler Training
 +0 Fortitude: Die Hard
 +1 Armour: Light, Medium Armour
proficiency, Compensate (Reflex)
Combos:
Charge!: Charge + Spring + Attack
One at a time: Attack + Extra Attack
Gear:
 Burial Clothes
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GHOSTLY HERO
Lv 6 Ghost
[Undead, Nonliving, Spirit]
STR 3*
Scale: 0
DEX 3
Speed: 6
END 3*
Toughness: 14/8
INT 3
CR: 8
SPR 3+2 (5)
LV: 6
Attacks:
Unarmed:
+3/7 1d4 + 5
Longsword
+3/7 1d10 + 5

Target: 4
Face: 1x1
Will: 18/12

Race: Ex-Human
R. Background: Traditional, Ghost
C. Background: Military

Close
Standard

Defenses:
6 Dodge +3
6 Parry +3
6 Block +3
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +3 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Lunge,
 +6 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo x6
Cyclone
 +6 Weapon Proficiency: Unarmed, Blades,
 +3 Athletics: Spring, Sprint, Fast
Axes, Blunts, Bows, Specialized: Longsword
 +3 Wrestle: Grab, Throw, Curbstomp
 +3 Perception: Eagle Eyes, Blind Fight,
Dexterity Skills:
Lowlight Vision
Spirit Skills:
 +3 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes,
Nerves
 +3 Charisma: Counter, Distract, Distract
All [Focus]
 +3 Acrobatics: Tumble, Tuck and Roll,
Running Tumble
 +3 Intimidate: Scare, Group Intimidate,
Intimidate Legion
 +3 Stealth: Sniper, Concealed Faith (DC=7),
Rapid Sneak
 +3 Resolve
Endurance Skills:
 +3 Block: Buckler Training
 +4 Fortitude: Die Hard, Die Harder, Live
Easy,
 +6 Armour: Light, Medium, Heavy Armour
proficiency, Compensate (Reflex), Heavy
Armour Training, Heavy Armour Expert,
Skirmisher
Combos:
Flail: 4x Attack
Reach: Attack x2, Lunge, Grab, Curbstomp
Move: Spring + Attack x3 + Lunge
Ambush: Charge + Spring + Mighty Strike x2 + Attack x2 + Lunge
Whirl: Cyclone + Lunge + Attack x2 + Spring
Gear:
 Ghostly Field Plate
 Ghostly Longsword
 Ghostly Shield
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RACIAL BACKGROUND: GHOST
 +2 CR
 Ghosts are also always undead (see above)
 Gains the type [Spirit]. Unlike other undead, Ghosts are not [Soulless]
 Ghosts gain 1 free rank in the Possession skill every level, to the normal maximum.
 +2 Spirit
 +4 Will
 Does not count against the normal limit of Racial Backgrounds.
 Soul Drain: As a standard action, a ghost can attempt to drain another creature's soul. The target creature must
be within one square for every point of spirit the ghost has. The ghost makes a Charisma check, and deals that
much insanity damage to the target creature. If the ghost successfully uses Soul Drain on a creature who is
already Confused, the ghost claims the creature’s soul. The creature’s body enters a Soul Coma, and the ghost
can either choose to consume the soul or let it go. If the ghost tries to consume the soul, the two make opposed
spirit checks. If the ghost wins, the creature’s soul is devoured. The ghost is immediately cured of all morale
penalties and remains at ‘full’ for the next 1d6 rounds. If the ghost fails the check, or in the event of a draw,
nothing happens.
 Soul Rush: For every morale penalty the ghost inflicts from insanity damage, regardless of the method, the ghost
heals a morale penalty.
 Ghost Powers: As a free action, a Ghost can take a morale penalty to do any of the following:
o Regenerate: The ghost heals one wound.
o Telekinesis: The ghost can use telekinesis with strength equal to his spirit out to his spirit score in
squares. This lasts for one round.
o Manifest: The ghost becomes semi-physical, along with its gear. It becomes visible, and looks solid,
although a perception check (DC = 4 + the ghost’s Charisma bonus) allows a character to notice that the
ghost is flickering slightly and infrequently. Manifested ghosts can also be discovered by their extremely
fast movement speed, unless they deliberately slow themselves down. Manifested ghosts become
physical creatures for most purposes, using their Spirit score instead of their Strength score. Manifested
ghosts are susceptible to physical attacks, although still have invulnerability/cold iron. Manifest lasts one
minute, and every additional minute inflicts an additional morale penalty upon the ghost. The ghost can
dismiss the Manifest effect as a free action.
o Teleport: The ghost can teleport at any range, with all the same restrictions as usual teleportation —
can’t go through cold iron or into warded areas, for example.
The ghost cannot use its ghost powers in an area that is even lightly radiated, or in any round in which it has
come into contact with cold iron.
 Mind Makes it Real: A ghost’s appearance reflects the condition of its soul. An emotionally scarred ghost might
have literal scars, and as a ghost suffers insanity damage, it gains a twisted, chaotic appearance. Likewise,
mental conditions on a ghost can have very real effects on its very existence. As such, a ghost needs to be very
careful about its mood at any given time.
o If a ghost gains the Confused condition, it becomes a Wraith.
o If a ghost gains the Panicked condition, it becomes a Shade.
o If a ghost gains the Broken condition, it simply ceases to exist.
o If a ghost gains the Berserk condition, or uses the Berserk skill, it becomes a Revenant.
The ghost reverts to being a ghost if the conditions are removed.
RACIAL BACKGROUND: WRAITH
 As Ghost, except for the following:
 Confused for its entire existence, although it will never attack another Wraith, Ghost, Shade, or Revenant out of
confusion
 Wraith Powers: In addition to its ghost powers, a Wraith gets one new power. As a standard action, a Wraith
can take a morale penalty to use the following power:
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o

Psychotic Break: this ability targets one creature with the same range as the Wraith’s Soul Drain ability.
The Wraith makes a Charisma check against the target’s Will. If the Wraith wins, he can implant illusions
into the target’s mind. These work exactly like the Illusion: Figment spell seed, except that only the
target can see them. The illusion can affect any of the senses, and the Wraith can add any of the
spontaneous power modifications so long as the total spell power is below the Wraith’s level. This ability
lasts for one round, although the Wraith can choose to extend it as long as it wants to. Each additional
round costs another morale penalty.

RACIAL BACKGROUND: SHADE
 As Ghost, except for the following:
 Shades ignore the standard effects of the Panicked condition. They show their fear in other ways, primarily by
lashing out at what scared them quick and violently. Shades deal fear damage, not insanity damage, with Soul
Drain.
 Frightful Shock: Whenever a Shade hits a flat-footed enemy with a melee attack, the Shade can use Soul Drain
as a free action.
 Shade Powers: In addition to its ghost powers, a Shade the following new powers, each of which can be
activated as a free action and costs a morale penalty:
o Living Shadow: As long as the ghost is not in direct sunlight, it can use this ability to drain the light out of
its immediate area. The Shade gains concealment, and a +3 bonus to Stealth. This ability lasts for one
round.
o Blinded with Fear: this ability targets one creature with the same range as the Shade’s Soul Drain ability.
The Shade makes a Charisma check opposed by the target’s Fortitude check. If the Shade succeeds, the
target is blinded for one round.
RACIAL BACKGROUND: REVENANT
 As Ghost, except for the following:
 While the Revenant theoretically can still use Soul Drain, it only does so if it is completely unable to attack an
opponent physically.
 Blood Rush: A Revenant loses a morale penalty every time it wounds a creature in melee (preferably with an
edged weapon) and is aware that it did so. A savvy character can attempt to hide the fact that it is wounded
from the Revenant, denying it the morale point.
 Claws: Although they look like ordinary fingernails, the Revenant’s nails become deadly weapons (and it is
automatically proficient with it). The claw attack has Close or Standard reach, and deals 1d8 Slashing damage
(modified by its spirit score, as with any melee weapon).
 Rage: The revenant is constantly Raging, similar to the Berserk skill. The revenant gains a +1 bonus to melee
damage that it would normally add it’s spirit to, is immune to fear, and takes a -1 penalty to all Dexterity- and
Intelligence-based skills. Any activity that requires focus or concentration (such as casting a spell or using
anything in the Mystic Focus skill) cannot be done while raging.
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Giants
RACE: OGRE
 Scale: 1
 Speed: 2m
 Ability Modifiers: +1 strength, -1 intelligence
RACE: GIANT
Giants are
 Scale: 1
 Speed: 2m
 Traditional Giant: Traditional giants gain an additional technique in one skill at first level that they have ranks in
RACE: TROLL
Trolls are massive, green-skinned humanoids that are distantly related to Orcs. Trolls are carnivorous. Sometimes, they
are caught and trained by armies as heavy support; in return Trolls generally demand their pay in food - Trolls are always
hungry.
 Scale: 1
 CR +1
 Speed: 3m
 Strength +2, Endurance +2, Intelligence -1, Spirit -1
 Natural Attack: Tusks 1d6 Piercing Close Charge
 Natural Attack: 2 Claws 1d6 Slashing Standard
 Thick Skin: Natural Armour +4
 Traditional Troll: There are no traditional trolls. The most common type of troll is from a Wilderness background.
 Principled -3, Cruel -3
RACE: TITAN
 Scale: 3
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FOREST TROLL
Lv 1 Giant
[Animal]
STR 3 + 2 (5)
DEX 3
END 3 + 2 (5)
INT 3 – 2 (1)
SPR 3 – 2 (1)
Attacks:
2 Claws:

Scale: 1 (2m squares)
Speed:4m (2 squares)
Toughness: 18/12
CR: 2
LV: 1
-1/4

Target: 3
Face: 2x2
Will: 7/1

Race: Troll
R. Background: Forest
C. Background: Wilderness

1d6 + 8 Standard reach (1d8 +10 mighty strike and rage)

Defenses:
1 Dodge +0
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +0 Weapon Skill: Mighty Strike, Extra
 +1 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
Attack
 +1 Perception: lowlight vision
 +0 Athletics: Sprint
 +1 Knowledge: (only to forest)R
 +1 Combat Arts: Dual Wield
Spirit Skills:
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Berserk: Rage, Brutal Rage
 +0 Reflex: Nerves
 1 to natural Skills
 +0 Acrobatics: Steady footing
Endurance Skills:
 +0 Fortitude: March [Focus Skill]
 2 to natural skills
Combos:
ROAR: Charge + Attack + Mighty Strike + Extra Attack
Roar: Attack + Mighty Strike
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WAR TROLL
Lv 5 Giant
[Giant]
STR 3 + 2 (5)
DEX 3
END 3 + 2 (5)
INT 3 – 1 (2)
SPR 3 – 1 (2)
Attacks:
2 Claws:
Tusks:
Axe:

Scale: 1 (2m squares)
Speed:3.5m (2 squares)
Toughness: 20/14
CR: 7
LV: 5
+1/6
+1/6
+1/6

Target: 3
Face: 2x2
Will: 11/5
Initiative: +7

Race: Troll
R. Background: None
C. Background: Military

1d6 + 8 Slashing Standard
1d6 + 8 Piercing Close (1d10 + 8 Charge)
1d12 + 8 Slashing Standard

Defenses:
5 Dodge +2
5 Parry +2
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +2 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Mighty
 +5 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox5
Strike, Lunge
 +5 Weapon Proficiency: Simple Weapons,
 +2 Combat Arts: Triple Wield
Axes, Blades, Blunts, Thrown,
 +2 Wrestle: Hold
 +2 Perception: Eagle Eyes, Lowlight Vision,
Track
 +1 Athletics: Sprint, Fast
Spirit Skills:
Dexterity Skills:
 +2 Resolve: +3 Will
 +2 Reflex: Evasion, Nerves, Jittery
Nerves
 +2 Intimidate: Scare, Foil, Intimidate
Group
 +3 Stealth: Sneak attack, Blend in,
Backstab
 +2 Berserk: Rage, Fearless Rage,
Unstoppable
 +2 Ranged Skill: Deadly Aim, Cold Sniper,
Far Shot
Endurance Skills:
 5 to Natural skills
 +3 Fortitude: [Focus] Die Hard, Die
Harder, Live Easy
 +2 Unarmoured: unarmoured combat,
unarmoured training, unarmoured
expert
Combos:
1. Hack: Attack + Mighty Strike x2
2. Slash: Attack + Mighty Strike
3. Gore: Attack x2 + Lunge + Charge + Mighty Strike x2
4.
5.
6.
Gear:
Large Battle Axe
Special Abilities:
 Shapeshift: As a standard action, a the Doppelganger Spy can transform into any scale 0 humanoid creature it
has seen before. When it does, it uses the target creature's physical ability scores, and gains any racial traits
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from the creature's race and racial background; but not it's character background. Doppelgangers gain a +8
bonus to disguise when using this ability. The example doppelganger is impersonating an average human.
Traditional Doppelganger: +1 Charisma
Military Background: +1 Fortitude; Discipline: Concentrated Attack
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Scrape Mods:

Tail:
Name
Wings
Fangs
Tail
2x Horns
Exoskeleton
Metallic Skin
Overmind
Cityscape Camo
Grasshopper
Poison:
Name
Scrape
Venom

Effect
Fly speed 3m
Bite attack 1d6 + 4 damage, poison
1d8 + 4 Bludgeoning/ Piercing, Long reach
1d8 + 4 Piercing, Close reach
+3 toughness
Skin can absorb electrical charge, that is held for 1 minute
Hyper intelligence, and telepathic control
+3 Stealth
Athletics, and Acrobatics +4

Primary
Secondary
Transmission Transmission
Injury
None

Fort
DC
10

Diagnosis
DC
8

Check Rate

Symptoms

1/round

1 Cumulative Wound
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Shapeshifters
TYPE: SHAPESHIFTER
 Invulnerable/Silver
 +1 innate bonus to Perception
 Immunity to disease and poison
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RACIAL BACKGROUND: WEREWOLF
 CR + 2
 A werewolf also gains the Shapeshifter background.
 Curse of the Werewolf: Every night on a full moon, starting at sundown and ending at sunrise, the werewolf is
forced to turn into a wolf. For game purposes, the full moon lasts for three nights every 28 days. After
involuntarily changing in this manner, the character is under GM control until the next morning, and remembers
nothing,
 Lycanthropy Transmission: A character who wounded by a bite or scratch attack by a werewolf in wolf-form is
exposed to Lycanthropy. Only humanoids are affected by Lycanthropy.
 Force Transformation: A werewolf can try to deliberately change into wolf form. This takes a standard action
and provokes an attack of opportunity. Doing so immediately and permanently drops the character's Principle
score by 6 points, to a minimum of -6; and his or her Altruism score by 3 points to a minimum of -6. After this,
the character is in full control during full moon transformations, although he or she cannot change into human
form until sunrise.
 Shapeshifiting: When a werewolf is in wolf form, it gets a +2 racial boost to strength, endurance, and dexterity.
It also gets a +4 racial bonus to Perception (which overrides its +1 racial bonus from being a shapeshifter), two
claw attacks (1d6 slashing damage, standard reach) and a bite attack (1d4 piercing damage, close reach). Its
speed increases by +2m. However, in wolf form it is incapable of using artificial weapons or armour.
 Does not count towards the creature's normal maximum number of racial backgrounds.
Name
Lycanthropy

Primary
Secondary
Transmission Transmission
Injury
None
(werewolf
scratch or
bite)

Fort
DC
8

Diagnosis
DC
12

Check Rate

Symptoms

1/day

A single failure turns the
creature into a werewolf. Unlike
with normal diseases, the
character keeps making
fortitude checks every day until
the next full moon. If the
character succeeded all checks
until then, he is immune to
Lycanthropy forever.
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RACE: DOPPELGANGER
 CR + 1
 Speed: 2m
 Scale: 0
 A doppelganger also gains the Shapeshifter background.
 Shapeshifting: As a standard action, a doppelganger can transform into any scale 0 humanoid creature it has
seen before. When it does, it uses the target creature's physical ability scores, and gains any racial traits from
the creature's race and racial background; but not it's character background. Doppelgangers gain a +8 bonus to
disguise when using this ability.
 Traditional Doppelganger: Doppelgangers with no other racial background gain +1 to charisma.
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DOPPELGANGER SPY
Lv 5 Doppelganger
[Shapeshifter]
STR 3
DEX 3
END 3
INT 3
SPR 3
Attacks:
Dagger:

+2/6

Scale: 0
Speed:2

Target: 5
Face: 1x1

Toughness: 12/5
CR: 6
LV: 5

Will: 10/4

Race: Doppelganger [Human]
R. Background: Shapeshifter,
Traditional Doppelganger
C. Background: Covert

1d4 + 3 Close or 3m Thrown

Defenses:
5 Dodge +2
5 Parry +2
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +2 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Precision
 +5 Combat Expertise: Learn Combox5
Strike
 +2 Weapon Proficiency: Blades, Firearms,
 +2 Feebleness: Scrawny, Mass Scrawny,
Martial ArtsC
Extra Scrawny
 +2 Perception: Eagle Eyes, Read Lips, Track
 +2 Wrestle: Grab, Disarm
 +3 Humanities: Law
Dexterity Skills:
Spirit Skills:
 +2 Reflex: Evasion
 +3R Charisma [Focus]: Distinctive
C
Personality (Deceive), Distract, Distract All
 +3 Stealth: Sneak attack, Blend in,
Backstab
 +2 Intimidate: Scare, Foil, Intimidate
 +2 Ranged Skill: Deadly Aim, Cold Sniper,
Group
Far Shot
 +2 Resolve: +3 Will
Endurance Skills:
 +2 Frailty: Glasses, Mass Glasses, Weaker
Glasses
 +2 Fortitude: Light Sleeper, Uncanny
Resilience, Die Hard
 +2 Unarmoured: unarmoured combat,
unarmoured training, unarmoured expert
Combos:
1. Takedown: Attack x2 + Far Shot + Precision Strike (Head)
2. Blitz: Attack x3
3. Snipe: Attack x 3 + Sneak Attack + Far Shot
4. Disarm: Attack x2 + Disarm x 2
5. Subdue: Grab x2+ Attack x2
6. Charge: Charge + Attack x3 + Grab
Gear:
 Dagger
 Any gear appropriate for their disguise, including weapons and armour, although the doppelganger tries to
match gear with what he is proficient with whenever possible.
Special Abilities:
 Shapeshift: As a standard action, a the Doppelganger Spy can transform into any scale 0 humanoid creature it
has seen before. When it does, it uses the target creature's physical ability scores, and gains any racial traits
from the creature's race and racial background, but not it's character background. Doppelgangers gain a +8
bonus to disguise when using this ability. The example doppelganger is impersonating an average human.
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Traditional Doppelganger: +1 Charisma
Invulnerable/Silver
+1 innate bonus to Perception
Immunity to disease and poison

Dragons
TYPE: DRAGON
 +1 innate bonus to Perception
 Immunity to disease and poison
 No Focus Skill
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Red Dragon
Lv 10 Pure Dragon
[Dragon]
STR 3+2 (5)
DEX 3
END 3+2 (5)
INT 3+2 (5)
SPR 3+2 (5)
Attacks:
2 Claws:
+2/9
Tail
+2/9
Bite:
+2/9
Fire Breath:
+2/9

Scale: 3
Speed: 20m, 36m fly
Toughness: 29/20
CR: 15
LV: 10
1d6 + 14 Slashing
1d4 + 14 Bludgeoning
1d8 + 14 Piercing
1d12 + 14 Heat

Target: 1
Face: 8x8
Will: 17/11

Race: Dragon
R. Background: Traditional
C. Background: Wilderness

Standard
Long
Close
Scale 4 line, cone, or sphere

Defenses:
10 Dodge +5 10 Parry +5
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +5 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Lunge,
 +7 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo x7
Mighty Strike, Nick, Opportunist
 +5 Perception: Eagle Eyes, Blind Fight,
 +2 Combat Arts: Dual Wield, Triple Wield
Lowlight Vision, Read Lips, Light Sleeper
 +4 Athletics: Fast, Sprint, Spring, Sprint
 +10 Humanities: History, Generalize x3
Attack
(Law, Geography, Religion)
 +5 (+8) Wrestle: Grab, Throw, Curbstomp,
 +3 Arcana: Magical Sense, ?, ?
Pin, Suffocate
Spirit Skills:
Dexterity Skills:
 +7 Charisma: Counter, Distract, Distract
 +5 Reflex: Evasion, Lightning Reflexes,
All, Challenge, Razor Wit
Nerves, Jittery Nerves, Iron Nerves (1d12
 +5 Intimidate: Scare, Group Intimidate,
+5 initiative)
Intimidate Legion, Foil, Fear is the best
 +5 Acrobatics: Tumble, Tuck and Roll,
motivator
Running Tumble
 +5 Discipline: Resolve (+6 Will), Calm
 +5 Stealth: Sniper, Rapid Sneak
Down, Rapid Calm, Snap Back,
Endurance Skills:
Independant
 +5 (+13) Fortitude: Die Hard, Die Harder,
Live Easy, Last Stand, Sleep is for the weak
 +5 Breath: Line/Cone Swap, Whirl,
Increase Intensity, Extreme Intensity,
Increased scale
Combos:
Gouge: 6x Attack
Reach: Attack x4, Lunge, Grab, Curbstomp
Move: Spring + Attack x5 + Lunge
Ambush: Spring + Mighty Strike x3 + Attack x2 + Lunge
Whirl: Cyclone + Lunge + Attack x3 + Spring
Slash: Opportunist + Attack + Grab + Curbstomp + Throw
Rush: Rush Attack + Attack x3 + Lunge
Charge: Charge + Spring + Attack x6
—
—
—
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RACE: PURE DRAGON
 CR +2
 Scale: 3
 Speed: 16m, flight 32m
 Natural Armour +6, Unnaturally Tough +3
 Bite 1d8 close, 2 Claws 1d6 standard, Tail 1d4 long
 Breath weapon: Scale 3 Line of fire (1d10 + end heat damage, target risks catching fire, every 5 rounds)
 Ability Modifiers: +2 Strength, +2 Endurance, +2 Spirit, +2 Intelligence
 Weak Spot: Every pure dragon has a gap in their dragonscale armour somewhere, but the place is different on
every dragon. It takes a Perception check (DC 12) to find. Once found, a called shot can be made against it, with
+5 target score, but you ignore its +6 natural armour bonus. A dragon’s weak spot is generally somewhere on its
belly.
 Traditional Dragons: Dragons with no racial background gain a +2 bonus on Charisma checks
 Long-Lived: Dragons get a +1 bonus to all knowledge checks relating to history, and get the History branch of
Humanities for free
 Heat Resist +10
Variants:
Green Dragon: Forest racial background, +3 to stealth checks made in a woodland area (stacks with Camouflage)
Gold Dragon: No weak spot, but only has Unnaturally Tough +2 (toughness 28/20)
Black Dragon: Night vision, Savage racial background, +3 to stealth checks made at night
Cave Dragon: Thermal vision, night vision, Deep racial background
White Dragon: Breath weapon deals cold damage, Tundra racial background, +3 to stealth checks made in snow or ice
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Magical Beasts
Hydras
RACE: DEMI-HYDRA
 Scale: 0
 Speed: 2m
 Extra Heads (x2)
 Natural Attack: Bite 1d6, long reach
RACE: HYDRA
 CR +2
 Scale: 3
 Speed: 16m
 Invulnerable/Heads (The hydra can only be killed if all heads are destroyed)
 Natural Attack: Bite 1d8, long reach
 Extra Heads (x6)
 Breath weapon: Scale 3 Cone of poison (1d6 + end chemical damage, target infected with Hydra Venom, every 5
rounds)
 Venomous Blood: Any character contacting the hydra’s blood risks infection with Hydra Venom. Adjacent
characters have a 50% chance to be exposed to the blood if the hydra is wounded, and a character wrestling the
hydra has a 100% chance.
Name
Hydra
Venom

Primary
Transmission
Contact

Secondary
Transmission
None

Fort
DC
8

RACE: GIANT WORM
 Difficulty: +35 (Overwhelming)
 Scale: 2
 Speed: 16m
 Burrow: Sand worms can tunnel at a speed of 8m.
 Blind
 Tremorsense
 Bite: 1d6 damage, close reach
 Nonsentient
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Diagnosis
DC
8

Check Rate

Symptoms

1/round

1 cumulative wound

Sand Worm
Lv 3
STR 4
DEX 3
END 3
INT 2-1 (1)
SPR 3
Attacks:
Bite:

Scale: 3
Speed: 8m, 4m Burrow
Toughness: 20/14
Difficulty: 35 (Overwhelming)
LV: 3
-2/5

1d6 + 13 Piercing

Target: 2
Face: 8x8
Will: 11/5
Mobility: 0
Init.: 1d10+3

Race: Giant Worm
R. Background: Desert
C. Background: Wilderness
Focus Skill: Perception

Close

Defenses:
10 Dodge +5 10 Parry +5
Strength Skills:
Intelligence Skills:
 +1 Weapon Skill: Extra Attack, Mighty
 +3 Combat Expertise: Learn Combo x3
Strike
 +3 Perception: Blind Fight, Light Sleeper,
Track
 +1 Athletics: Sprint, Spring
Spirit Skills:
 +1(+3) Wrestle: Grab, Throw
 +1 Berserk: Rage, Brutal Rage
 +3 Combat Arts: Rapid Charge, ?, ?
Dexterity Skills:
 +1 Intimidate: Scare, Group Intimidate
 +1 Reflex: Nerves, Jittery Nerves
 +3 Discipline: Resolve (+2 Will), Calm
Down, Rapid Calm
 +1 Acrobatics: Tumble, Tuck and Roll,
Running Tumble
 +3 (+0) Stealth: Sneak Attack, Backstab,
Rapid Sneak
Endurance Skills:
 +1 (+10) Fortitude: Die Hard, Die Harder
 +1 Unarmoured: Unarmoured Combat,
Unarmoured Training
Combos:
Batter: Attack + Mighty Strike x2 (Bite: 1d10 + 13)
Charge: Attack x2 + Charge + Spring
Toss: Attack + Grab + Throw
Ambush: Attack + Sneak Attack + Grab + Mighty Strike x2 (Bite: 1d10 + 13)
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